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Title word cross-reference

3 [DOB21]. K [AAJ+22], κ [TH21], μ [TH21], n [REa22], n × n [TDT+21], t [ZH21].

-Anonymity-Based [AAJ+22]. -Aware [EMHF19]. -Based [ELCS20]. -th [REa22].
.eu [GPLK22].

[ABSG21, AAN+21, AA21a, BCT21, CBRS21, CYC+21, CQWC22, CTM22a, Del21, ESB+20, FFVP21, GNGHEM21, GFPD21, HGF21, Kra20, MPG20, OFV21, RRLT20, RFSOHMSB21, SG21b, TC21, WKD22, YWLY22, YHN21, dCMA21]. 1st [RFSOHMSB21].

2 [CR21, LSSD22]. 2.0 [DPR+21, ERBL12, NPB12, NB12, PR12, RMB+12, Whe09].

3 [LB23]. 3-D [LB23]. 3.0 [FHS+10]. 3D
[GM20, AWHF19, DWY19b, SSR+21, VRA+18, YCHG18, ZN22].
3D-CNN-Based [AWHF19]. 3D-Obstacle
[GM20]. 3G [KOJP13]. 3GPP
[ACM+19, HAL18, PP22b].

4.0 [AMVM22, BPLBM21, CEZC19, DTL+21, DPR+21, Le19, LH21b,

1
LTW21, LW21, LA20, NBT22, NDKBL19, OFV21, OBK23, PBAAN19, PBA22, PRS22, PNM+20, QAQA21, QLR+22, RYY10, 
RYAA22, dSRR2OT21, SCB21, ST22, SG19, SA21, SN23, TAAK21, TN20, VKM19, 
VSE21, ZMKR22, Zar22, dVBA23]. **Applied**
[AWHF19, BdBC23, KT22, RDASB22, SJ12, XJ10]. **Applying**
[HBFJ20, SOSR+16]. **Approach**
[ATY20, ASCM22, ARAAA19, AVA+22, ATH18, AAC21, ACK+16, 
AIPV21, ABS20, BCNS20, BdCRM10, BC19, BFFZ+12, CYY17, CHV+21, CHM21, 
CRO19, DGADE14, DCA16, DPR+21, DIE+21, DGKL15, FOJE19, FC22, FML+22, 
GMRRQ+16, GHFM20, GGD23, GMH18, GRJ+19, GB23, Gro17, HLS+23, JHL+18, 
KA211, KG18, LA23, LLZL19, LYD22, LB22, Mah17, MBH22, MP16, MGBG21, 
MK20, MSC+21, NLVP12, NPM21, OFK19, PCC+18, Pet20, PRS22, Pri10, 
QAM17, RRM22, RGM+21, SU17c, SYB+18, SW20, Sd22, SF22, SWY+18, SYLL21, 
TSZ+18, VGK21, VBW+22, VC23, WLHR13, WK18, WLL21, XY21, YHG+21]. **Approaches**
[Aha20, AHS+23, GHA+21, GZC21, GKS10, KGK20, KST19, LWa22, 
LGV13, MSH16, SVK+22, SE15]. **Approximate**
[ZL14]. **Apps**
[AP21, CKK21, RRLT20, TPKA20]. **Aquila**
[TAM+22]. **ARAA**
[QAM17]. **Arabia**
[AAN+21]. **Arabic**
[AADq+22, AA19a, ATH18, AAC21, 
AFAAM19, FGSD22, GMA20]. **Architecting**
[AA19b, DCM21]. **Architectural**
[BM14, DUN21, MZS19, PR11, TEx10]. **Architecture**
[ASMM22, AAA+19, ACM+19, BCFP21, 
CTP+22, CGM+19, EABE19, FWVF19, 
FMMS21, GANT21, HHL+23, HEP+11, 
KGPR21, KPP+20a, KE22, LBG+14, LW11, 
LZL+17, LW21, LF+19, MTF+21, 
NIK+21, PP21, PRR+20, PEC18, PCF+14, 
PP22b, QLR+22, RC18, RDI+14, RAS+18, 
SG12, SDAP21, Sem11, SGW22, SNKG20, 
TMP22, TKH+11, YHSH19, ZTBD20]. **Architectures**
[ASN22, BML19, CBM+20, CFPP21, ELC+19, ELC20, FP19, GKS10, 
GRA21, MEH+22, SU17a]. **Architectures-Overlay-Based**
[GKS10]. **Archival**
[LD+14]. **Archives**
[HD19, Hel15, OT16, OFK19, US19, 
VLBRM21]. **ARIBC**
[GK21]. **ARIMA**
[CMP+19]. **Arisi**
[BTB+21]. **Array**
[LW1R14, US19, WLHR13]. **Arrival**
[CZZH15]. **Art**
[AZH22, HNK+21, KSA+21, 
KVL+22, RGSK22]. **Articles**
[DMS+22, KLKA19, SYG21, YT15]. **Artificial**
[CCTC23, CL19, DN20, DRK+22, 
DAMAS+19, ELCS20, Khr20, Min20, 
MGLBMM20, OP22, PMP+22b, RGN+22, 
SC21, SG19, VCGOMC+21, VCJAMN22]. **Artificial-Intelligence-Based**
[CCTC23]. **Artwork**
[LWBM22]. **Aspect**
[ZL19a, ZGZ+18]. **Aspect-Level**
[ZL19a, ZGZ+18]. **Aspects**
[GPMO20, LZC21, SE15, Tri14]. **Aspirations**
[HT14]. **Assembling**
[LL20a]. **Assess**
[CS11, GDCM19, HBFJ20, RRLT20]. **Assessing**
[AZV16, DN20, KAL+19, PP22b, RABC21, 
SSR17, SG12, VCB14, ZKV12, TN20]. **Assessment**
[CCM+17, DHG21, DGF23, 
FZ15, GL21, JCPV22, KA2A1, KKK+20, 
KZ20, KID+15, LZ11, MS23, MBF+12, 
NE21, NPM23, PMG21, Pet20, SRS23, 
SW20, TM20, TMTMB20, TA15, ZL14]. **Assessments**
[PKCF21]. **Assets**
[SOSC+16]. **Assignment**
[KSSF19, YLK+19]. **Assist**
[VKM+19]. **Assistance**
[ASMM22, VCJAMN22, ZZZ+22]. **Assistant**
[VCGOMC+21]. **Assisted**
[FAC22, NBT22, NE21, SHC22, SXXW20].
Assistive [PS17]. Associated [KIG23].
[GKG19]. Challenge [IP16, LMK18].

Challenge-Based [LMK18]. Challenges [AMA12, AP22, AAAAM+21, AYH23, AAAKJ22, ASD+22, BCG+23, BFL20, BOKC19, CRBS21, CCA+20, CBB17, DDZ18, GZC21, GTQ+22, HSI+22, HLG21, IZK+20, KTC21, KSA+21, KIG23, KSE+20, KTUF19, Lal14, LAG+18, LFGR20, MS19, MSIP20, MNWK21, Mta22, MZLP22, PEN23, PSGM22, ST22, SVK+22, SAZ18, SEB+19, TPJ21, TMTMB20, Ves18, ZR15, ZMKR22].

Championship [CR21].

Change [CCCA22, CS11, CFGD20, EM09, MMH16].


Channels [KKBD10, MR22, TH21, ZSZ18].

Chaos [FKZ22]. Character [YWS22].

Character-Level [YWS22].

Characteristics [AAAAM+21, BM19, CGMVdUC19, MC12, VKKA17, WKD22, ZV12].

Characterization [DNPC+22, HOPGRV21, KIB+22, RMLAZOPC21]. Characters [RM+21].


Childhood [HP20, NB12].

Children [LYMG17, VCJAMN22, ZWS20].

Chinese [AFAAM19, Gao21, JLIW19, LXW18, LLJ22, LMP19, WZ18, WJBZ22, Yan17].

Choi [FC19]. Choices [BM14]. Choosing [BM18].

Choreography [ADG+19].

Choreography-Based [ADG+19].

Chronological [ESB+20].

Chunks [YL21]. Churn [AAC21].


Circuit [VMD+22]. Circular [WZ18]. Citation [RCGSL19].

Citie [BMS20]. Cities [AEM+23, BZDP19, BFV14, GHA+21, Mal20, Mc20, MLL+22, OCR+20, PSC19, SNKG20, TWM20, WZL+20, YBMK21].

Citizen [DCA16, JP13, MT20, SMK+22]. Citizen-Centered [SMK+22].

Citizens [Gar12, OGR+20]. Citizenship [Mar17].

City [AKY+23, BSM22, DTR22, KSD+23, KAM+19, LZ11, LMY21, MMF+19, SSO+19, ADG+19, Rot12].

Civic [AGN21].

CKMI [CSIS19].

Class [GSL20a, KPB22, SDL+19, YSEK20].

Classification [ADAq+22, ACE+22, AF22, BPLBM21, BG09, BCMPW12, CGnCD20, CT20, GB23, HKZ+22, ITH+21, JJFC22, KVST19, KAS+20, LXW18, LLZL19, LBBPM21, MM22, MDM21, PH+20, SYB+18, SWD+18, THL21, YYH20, YZZ+20, YGQ+22, YLPW21, ZLXY19, ZGZ+18].

Classification-Based [ITH+21].

Classifications [WLJ21].

Classifying [TP22].

Classifiers [KAAA22, MAVS20, PCM22, RPB+17].

Classifiers-Based [RPB+17].

Classifying [HP21].

Classmates [SG20].

Classroom [JPC21, LF23, PLIF14, iSgLH17, VBY+22].

Clean [Fo13].

Climate [CS11, CH16, SLY+12].

Clinical [VGY+23, YGQ+22].

Cliques [FAB+22].

Clock [DDZ18, HHH23].

Clock-Based [HHH23].

Closing [AMZ+20].

Cloud [AJ18, AH22, ADM+19b, AM12, AM21, AWS+23, AAA+19, AGC18, AD18, BSE20, B17, BCM+19b, CBRS21, CVG+22, DGD+19, DCHM16, DVE20, Du21, ELC+19, ELC20, FLRS12, FYWS16, FBOC15, GW15, GL21, GDARM18, GMH18, GHG+22, GMM16, GMH18, GHG+22, GMM16, GMH18, GHG+22, GMM16,
Cloud-APD-Based \cite{AAY21}. Cloud-Based \cite{CBRS21, GL21, PN+20, ZZ+22, and22}. \textbf{Cloud-Edge} \cite{DVDE20}. Cloud-Enabled \cite{CVG22}. Cloud-Native \cite{Dua21}. Clouds \cite{DGD22}. Cloud-API-Based \cite{AAY21}. Cloud-Edge \cite{DVDE20}. Cloud-Enabled \cite{CVG22}. Cloud-Native \cite{Dua21}. Clouds \cite{DGD22}. Cloud-API-Based \cite{AAY21}. Cloud-Edge \cite{DVDE20}. Cloud-Enabled \cite{CVG22}. Cloud-Native \cite{Dua21}. Clouds \cite{DGD22}. Cloud-API-Based \cite{AAY21}. Cloud-Edge \cite{DVDE20}. Cloud-Enabled \cite{CVG22}. Cloud-Native \cite{Dua21}. Clouds \cite{DGD22}. Cloud-API-Based \cite{AAY21}. Cloud-Edge \cite{DVDE20}. Cloud-Enabled \cite{CVG22}. Cloud-Native \cite{Dua21}. Clouds \cite{DGD22}. Cloud-API-Based \cite{AAY21}. Cloud-Edge \cite{DVDE20}. Cloud-Enabled \cite{CVG22}. Cloud-Native \cite{Dua21}. Clouds \cite{DGD22}.
KZR+22, KALY17, LH19, LSJ19, LWa22, LA20, NMH+21, OFK19, PLA+21, RRS20, SHC22, SGR+13, SSH+19, SST23, SM19, SXXW20, SF22, THT18, dSVJdALRIS21, WY19, YT19, YT18, YK21, ZZZ+22, ZZY19.

Communication-Ecient [ASBC22].

Communication-Historical [GPMO20].

Communications [ASL17, AP19, CFP17, CFP19, HDB+23, HYL13, ISLARP+22, KFP10, Lee18, MCH+20, PSC19, PSM+18, SHC18, SHN+19, WSM20]. Communities [BBA21, FAB+22]. Community [BdBCCG21, BLW+17, Cop14, GSD+17, Hua15, KYG22, LN19, NZZ13, PZC21, SHA+21, WZC19, WXL22, ZVV12, Zha19, ZGH13]. Community-Driven [ZGH13].


Conjunction [DGGS19]. Connect

Con

Connectivity
[GHFM20, NMH+21, VC19, Zaf12].

Conscious [CDD+21]. Consensus
[CCA+20, CAS+20, KK21, LLW+17, QXC+21, WLL20, XCW+22, XNC21].

Consensuses [AMEF21]. Consent [Pic21].

Consequences [BM19, Ler16].

Conservation [NPB12]. Considerations
[RRAGMMGG20]. Considered [SE15].

Considering
[CZK+17, HZW+20, HOPGRV21, TGS+19, UDF+19, WZLW19, YLK+19, ZY15].

Consistency
[DCB19, IZW+21].

Consistent [ZLY+20]. Consolidation
[AJ18, XCSM18]. Consortium
[KPP+20b, PYC21]. Constellations
[MR23]. Constrained
[GMD+22, SA21, dOB19]. Constraint
[XQLZ19, ZY15]. Constraints [AD18, FML+22, PP22b, SWGL19, SSX20, TCH18].

Construction
[BFFZ+12, DG18, DWY+19a, LLJ16, PLA17, PLA17].

Consumer
[EHJ17, Khr20, TN20].

Consumption
[FGBMG19, HAL18, SMG13, WLHR13, ZWZ19]. Contact
[GFPD21, RRLT20]. Containers [YCS17].

Contemporary
[HNK+21]. Content
[AA19a, BN14, Cap12, CSL+20, CDD+21, IP16, KC19, KA23, LNA17, LH21c, MAV+19, MOAI17, MSC+21, PVM22, PD21, SB22, SYB+18, SSS21, SS22, VLP20, VKV+22]. Content-Caching
[SB22]. Content-Centric [KC19].

Contents [BCG10]. Contents [Yan19].

Context [AAGB+20, ALLR16, AYY+21, AF22, CZL21, FZ15, GMH18, GRJ+19, GNHEM21, HBFJ20, HY22, LCMV17, LHSS12, MEO18a, MMS+19, MXL+21, MKHR21, PCROB21, PDMT15, PPGC16, PSC19, PW21, SMK+22, ZZ18].

Context-Aware [ALLR16, MEO18a, MMS+19, PDMT15, SMK+22]. Context-Based [LHSS12, PPGC16].

Context-Induced [AYH+21]. Contexts
[HL19, PL22a, WL22]. Contextual
[DB23, KHN+22, LZY22, SH21].

Continuous [DHDAn22, LG20].

Continuum [BSEL20]. Contract [PTM20].

Contracts
[GLD+18, KPP+20b, KPP+20a, ZL22].

Contribution [TL19]. Contributions
[GS12, KTCI21, NZZ13]. Control [APB+16, AAA+20, AKJB20, BM20, BCFP21, CSIS19, CFP21, DCG12, DL19, DNZW22, EW19, GGK18, GRRZ18, HGJA18, LB23, LHSS12, MSN13, PRS22, RRP17, RGP22, SU17a, SZL21, SNZ21, SZFC18, SSX20, Tra18, UFK+10, WWD21, WLCS17, WZX20, YWLY22, YBO+19, Ah122]. Controlled
[MTA+20]. Controller
[RAJJ23, SHBS19, WKW18, YLK+19].

Controllers [SDM21]. Controlling
[HKZ+22, OTR+20, PKCF21, ZGL20].

Controls [A21a]. Convergecast [WC17].

Converged [FMMS21, MKvD11].

Convergence [MZLP22]. Converging
[PMGG21]. Conversational [MMS+19].

Conversations [MT20]. Conversion
[LMLW18, LMH19]. ConvNets [DWY19b].

Convolution [TDT+21, WX22].

Convolutional [BFY22, CBM+20, CYC+21, CKSG21, DDD+22, EVCL21, GTC19, GR22b, JTA+21, LQY+19, SYZ19, VKG21, VMGT22, VR21, WYL18, YCH18, dOB19].

Cooperation
[GDLG18, GFL21, HRAA19, SU17b, TEE10].

Cooperative
[CFP17, DH22, FTHY21, KALY17, LYD22, MSK+18, MKPG22, SU17a, SU17b, ZZY19].

Coordinate
[ZQCC16]. Coordinated
[SWY+18]. Coordination
[Pet11, TGS+19, TFKY19]. Coping
[BM19, BBM20, HJA18]. Coprocessor
[QMN19]. Coprocessor-Based [QMN19].

Coproduction [DCA16]. Copy [LSC+17].
Cost-Aware
EVCL21, MKK17a, VL18a, Sul22.
Cost-Proﬁling [DVBA23].的成本
CPM17, MGV17, RPH111。Council
RBSMRN21. Counselling [WBK+23].
Counter [SZL21]. Counterfeiting
Yiu21a, Yiu21b. Countermeasures
ADS20, OB13. Counting [DIE+21].
Countries [AT14, BZDP19, CR21,
GMRRQ+16, GPK+20, JII17]. Country
DTL+21, GPLK22. Counts [RCGSL19].
Coupled [ZWPL19]. Course
Del21, HRGQHOA21. Courses [PLA+21].
Courts [CBB17]. Cousins [BPBF12]. COV
[CR21]. Cover [Mah17, RPFZ22]. Coverage
ADAB21, Cro19, GM20, GHFM20, SSS+19,
YPG20]. COVID
[ABSG21, AAN+21, AA21a, BCT21,
CBRS21, CYC+21, CQWC22, CTM22a,
Del21, ESB+20, FFV21, GNGHEM21,
GFDP21, HGF21, Krs20, MPG20, OFV21,
PMP+22b, RRLT20, RFSSOHSB21, SG21b,
TC21, WDK22, YWLY22, YHN21, dCMA21].
COVID-19 [ABSG21, AAN+21, AA21a,
BCT21, CBRS21, CYC+21, CQWC22,
CTM22a, Del21, ESB+20, FFV21,
GNGHEM21, GFDP21, HGF21, Krs20,
MPG20, OFV21, RRLT20, RFSSOHSB21,
SG21b, TC21, YWLY22, YHN21, dCMA21].
COVID-19-Robocov [PMP+22b].
COVIDNet [MTF+21]. CP [WZL20].
CP-ABE [WZL20]. CPA [SZL21]. CPS
[PGSL20]. Craft [MBAS20]. Cram [LL20b].
Crater [WBG12]. Crawling [PCF+14].
Create [SRS23, Whe09]. Created [Kra20].
Creating
HDL+14, HPC12, LOL21, SC20, SWP+22.
Creation
CYO+17, Goe12, PLA+21, WBK+23.
Creativity [ATY20]. Credentials
FSXP22. Credibility [CLM+21]. CRM
XGN19. Crisis [MV20]. CRISOLA
FMNS11. Criteria [DDVP18]. Critical
AOI+23, DTL+21, HBMS20, Roy14. CRM
FM21. Croatia [OBK23]. Cross
AWS+23, BM19, BRP+13, CZZZ22,
CQWC22, KSE+20, MKKS18, MSR+14,
QDL22, SKT+19, WZC19, WDK22,
ZZYC21, ZSR+23. Cross-Border
KSE+20. Cross-Correlated [AWS+23].
Cross-Correlations [WDK22].
Cross-Disciplinary [MSR+14].
Cross-Domain [CQWC22, QDL22].
Cross-Layer [SKT+19]. Cross-Modal
CZZZ22. Cross-Network [BRP+13].
Cross-Platform [ZSR+23]. Cross-Project
ZZYC21. Cross-Sectional [BM19].
Cross-View [MKKS18]. Crossing
MAW+19, PCC+18, VCPT22. Crowd
Lal14, NPB12, YPZ18, ASN22.
Crowd-IoT [ASN22]. Crowdsensing
KK20, Pil18, SSO+19.
Crowdsensing-Based [KK20].
Crowdsourced [Goe12, NZZ12].
Crowdsourcing [ASN22, QDL+18, EH21,
PG14, PLSF14, Pil18, VKV+22, Yan19].
Crowns [LBA22]. Cruise [CTP+22].
Cryo [DMO+19, SDS+22].
Crypto-Currency [DMO+19].
Cryptocurrency [FCG22]. Cryptograph
[Li23]. Cryptographic [MKK17b, RPH11].
Cryptography [AOI+23, CISM22, GK21,
HEP+11, TSDG22]. CSI [LLY12].
Cues [PB23]. Cultural [AIPY21, FM21].
Culture [GNGHEM21, GSD+17, SOCS+16].
Cumulative [DTTK19, YB22]. Curating
[TG13]. Curation [WKPC18, ZGH13].
Currencies [CMS21]. Currency
[DMO+19, GANT21]. Current
[HE20, KTCI21, PSGM22, SRMJ21, VSEH+21, YBMK21]. Curricula
[SSOA+16]. Curriculum [VC23].
Curriculum-Based [VC23]. Curve
[CISM22]. Custodianship [GANT21].

Customer
[AAC21, CCD+21, FRE+22, HC19, KPP+20a, KA21, LYP+19, ZS18, ZY15].
Customers [FN23]. Customizing
[SSS+19]. Cutoff [AM21]. CvAMoS
[DB23]. CWM [KH10]. Cyber
[AS19, BSM22, CPP+20, DGD+19, DSM21, FSG+16, GW13, GTQ+22, HBFJ20, Kos16, LH19, Lee20, LGV13, MIK+23, MKHR21, NPMMP23, OCCB20, PMP22a, PB23, PGSL20, QLR+22, SKI+19, SYLL21, TKT+18, VYN19, WLH+17, YOI19, Gro22, dCdG20]. Cyber-Physical [CPP+20, DSM21, GW13, GTQ+22, LH19, MKHR21, OCCB20, PMP22a, PGSL20, TKT+18].

Cyber-Sextortion [PB23]. Cyber-Storms [DDG+19].
Cyberbullying [ER21, MF20, OMTFFL11].
Cyberphysical [KKG20]. Cybersecurity
[KKG20, Lee20, Tag20, TSZ+18, UW21, Rah22]. Cyberstalking [BM19, BBM20].
Cyberworld [VDKL21]. Cyst [IKS+21].
Czech [MKK+22].

D [DOB21, LB23, MKPG22], D-GNSS [MKPG22]. D-UNet [DOB21]. D2D [AS17, HWCL17, HAL18, MOAI17, PSM+18, SSF+18, SCH22, SCH18, SHN+19, Wan17, WSM20]. D2D-Enhanced [MOAI17].
DAG [GPPB+21]. DAG-Based [GPPB+21].
Daily [CFG20]. Dairy
[CNC+21, NSJGN21, VLMMP21, VLBRMP21].
Damage [BZP+21, KHA21]. DASH
[NBT22]. Dashboard [VI16, dCMA21].
Dashboards [Smi15]. Data

Data [PYC21, Pil18, PHG+20, PHZ20, PPM21, PR20, Por21, PH16, PM17, PN+20, QMN19, QAM17, RBG+22, RAA+18, Roy14, SB22, SHHM21, SSR17, SFW23, SLSK21, SH21, SOR16, SAZ18, SZFC18, TG13, TRB22, TC21, TZE+21, UDF+19, UJ22, VPC20, VR21, Ves18, VDS+23, VCB14, WLL+19, WWLZ21, WL21, WKF+21, WC20, XSa22, YJSL18, YL21, YSEK20, YWW+19, ZZ21, AHN22, STA23].

Data-Driven
[ACD+22, JT23, Ves18, WKF+21].
Data-Enabled [MHM16]. Data-Intensive
[CNO+21]. Database [ARM20, EvdMB20, GM19, JT23, KHA21, WJ21]. Databases
[GDADE14, DBC19, FG21, GRG21].

Datacenters [CZT17, IBBA20]. Dataset
[BGD09, HP21, LPA+22, MAV20, RDASB22, VKKA17, WBK+23]. Datasets
[AAAT21, BS17, TEP22, YAV+21].

DataStream [MMG+23]. Dating [VYN19].
Day [Ca22, HCXH16]. dBFT [CCA+20].
DCAM [DNZ22]. DCT [SS17]. DD
[AAT22]. DD-FoG [AVE+22]. DDoS

Detection [ZL22, ZZSX19, Alh22, MGFF14].

Detections [SWGL19]. Detector [RDASB22, Vem22]. Detectors [GSP15].

Determinants [LFGR20, Zha19].

Determination [NE21]. Determining [VKKG22]. Develop [MRRMC21, NNRR+21, SORS+16].

RABC21, SPSS17, Söd13, SPM*22, TOLG21, TCG19, TPJ21, Tom21, Yan17, Orl22.

Digital-Twin-Aided [MEH*22].

Digitizing [APB*16]. Dilemmas [GFL21].

Diluted [GB20]. Dimensional
[CXLB21, Goe12, YLJ*19].

Dimensionalities [McK20]. Dimensioning
[ADAB21]. Direction
[ASF*23, CZZH15, DZH*22, HE20].

Directional [LLZ21, ZGZ*18, ZZY19].

Directions
[AZH22, AAMD21, AYH23, BSEL20, BPG19, HNK*21, MZLP22, QLR*22].

Directory [BC19]. Dirichlet [ZH21]. Dis
[RFZ22]. Dis-Cover [RFZ22]. Disabilities
[CWF13]. Disability [Söd13].

Disadvantage [Sm13]. Disaggregation
[PPGC16, YWW*19]. Disambiguation
[Beal10, OY19]. Disassociation [ACAP20].

Disaster [KYG22, PST*21, SH21, TZE*21, UUT*19, UANU20, YT15].

Disasters
[BOKC19, SLSK21]. Disastrous [PFL*12].

Disciplinary [MSR*14]. Discourse [DL10].

Discover [CGMM22, KKBD10]. Discovery
[BGL*22, KS19, Por21, WZC19, YZC*20].

Discriminant [DWZN16]. Discriminative
[SQK*17]. Discussion [Hel15].

Discussions
[BBA21]. Disease
[CTM22a, ZC21]. Disinformation
[PMA*22]. Disorders [JTA*21].

Displacement [WL20]. Display [HSM19].

Disruptive [BKL*22, KMY*23].

DISSECT [MKK17a]. DISSECT-CF
[MKMK17a]. Dissimilation
[ASMM22, BRP*13, CSL*20, GMS*20, HLZ23, LH21c, MV20, UDF*19].

Distance
[ERBL12, FTHY21, GPM21, Alh22].

Distinguishing [Ra22]. Distorted
[JMZ*22]. Distortion [Lee17a].

Distortions [MR23]. Distracted
[WWLZ21]. Distributed
[AMEF21, ACA*21, AVE*22, BB17, HEP*11, HDT22, JOL22, KGRP21, KK21, LSF19, IWZL22, MXT*16, MBF*12, SA21, SW21b, SGDT19, SPS*21, Tas10, Tre21, VdHH*19, VDS*23, VMK*19, WYS17, XNC21, XSa22, ZTBD20]. Distribution
[AZH22, AMZ*20, BTBK21, CGT21, DGF23, EW19, MT17a, MT17b, PL22b, YG20].

Distributions
[GNK*10, PPM21]. Disturbances
[TGELGH13]. Diverse
[Bi14, MLK22]. Diversity [VL20]. Divide
[AT14, BCL11, SPM*22]. Diving [RKY20].

Divisive [VLPR20]. DL [MS22]. DNS
[HN18, MMM21]. Do [Mar13]. DOA
[LWHR14, WLHR13]. Document
[KHP*22, MKK*22, PPR*20].

Document-Level [MKK*22]. Documents
[ADSAKAD22, DMS*22]. Dog [FGS22].

Domain [BGL*22, CQWC22, DCG12, GPCP12, KS19, MMS*19, PPKS21, QDL22, SAM*18, YLY*22, ZWZ17].

Domain-Specific [KS19]. Domains
[HWCH12]. Dominance [GPK*20].

Dominant [ARAAA19]. Dominating
[ZHZ*19]. Don’t [Tas14]. Doocing [FC19].

DOORS [Tas10]. Doping [PRS22]. Double
[AMEF21, BCG10, GFL21, RD18].

Double-Boomerang [BCG10].

Double-Layer [GFL21]. Double-Spending
[AMEF21]. Down [Kra20]. Downlink
[MEOA18a, SHN*19, YZP22]. Downlinks
[KLKP19]. Downloading [BC19].

Downward [WCM19].

Downward/Upward [WCM19]. DPDK
[LSZ21]. DPDK-Based [LSZ21]. DPIA
[GL21, HBFJ20]. DPO [WLL20].

Dragonfly [MKa22]. Dramatic [BCT21].

Drifting [LGY23]. Driven
[AMR*21, ACD*22, AS15, JT23, KGWR23, PLL11, RRT20, RDD*14, SoF19, TAAK21, Ves18, WKF*21, YPM12, ZGH13].

Driver [ASMM22, LQY*19]. Driverless
[ZYLM17]. Drivers [AAAAM*21]. Driving
[Gog12, HZC22, LLR19, WWLZ21, YKY18].

Drone
[BSM22, NSD*22, TAAK21, ZMDCEM22].

Drone-Acquired [ZMDCEM22]. Drones
TH20, TCYZ22, VGK21, WYS17, XZ19, YPXH19, YLH\(^+\)17, ZBN21, SuL22. **Effort** [Alb19]. **Effort-Aware** [Alb19]. **eHealth** [HP19, IKP\(^+\)13]. **Elastic** [AD18, FSY\(^+\)22, VdHH\(^+\)19, YCS17]. **ElasticSearch** [BSE\(^+\)21]. **Elderly** [FR16, HMR\(^+\)21, LA20, PS17]. **eLearning** [HP19, IKP\(^+\)13]. **Elastic** [AD18, FSY\(^+\)22, VdHH\(^+\)19, YCS17]. **ElasticSearch** [BSE\(^+\)21]. **Elderly** [FR16, HMR\(^+\)21, LA20, PS17]. **eLearning** [HP19, IKP\(^+\)13]. **Elastic** [AD18, FSY\(^+\)22, VdHH\(^+\)19, YCS17]. **ElasticSearch** [BSE\(^+\)21]. **Elderly** [FR16, HMR\(^+\)21, LA20, PS17]. **eLearning** [HP19, IKP\(^+\)13]. **Elastic** [AD18, FSY\(^+\)22, VdHH\(^+\)19, YCS17]. **ElasticSearch** [BSE\(^+\)21]. **Elderly** [FR16, HMR\(^+\)21, LA20, PS17]. **eLearning** [HP19, IKP\(^+\)13]. **Elastic** [AD18, FSY\(^+\)22, VdHH\(^+\)19, YCS17]. **ElasticSearch** [BSE\(^+\)21]. **Elderly** [FR16, HMR\(^+\)21, LA20, PS17]. **eLearning** [HP19, IKP\(^+\)13]. **Elastic** [AD18, FSY\(^+\)22, VdHH\(^+\)19, YCS17]. **ElasticSearch** [BSE\(^+\)21]. **Elderly** [FR16, HMR\(^+\)21, LA20, PS17]. **eLearning** [HP19, IKP\(^+\)13]. **Elastic** [AD18, FSY\(^+\)22, VdHH\(^+\)19, YCS17]. **ElasticSearch** [BSE\(^+\)21]. **Elderly** [FR16, HMR\(^+\)21, LA20, PS17]. **eLearning** [HP19, IKP\(^+\)13]. **Elastic** [AD18, FSY\(^+\)22, VdHH\(^+\)19, YCS17]. **ElasticSearch** [BSE\(^+\)21]. **Elderly** [FR16, HMR\(^+\)21, LA20, PS17]. **eLearning** [HP19, IKP\(^+\)13]. **Elastic** [AD18, FSY\(^+\)22, VdHH\(^+\)19, YCS17]. **ElasticSearch** [BSE\(^+\)21]. **Elderly** [FR16, HMR\(^+\)21, LA20, PS17]. **eLearning** [HP19, IKP\(^+\)13]. **Elastic** [AD18, FSY\(^+\)22, VdHH\(^+\)19, YCS17]. **ElasticSearch** [BSE\(^+\)21]. **Elderly** [FR16, HMR\(^+\)21, LA20, PS17]. **eLearning** [HP19, IKP\(^+\)13]. **Elastic** [AD18, FSY\(^+\)22, VdHH\(^+\)19, YCS17]. **ElasticSearch** [BSE\(^+\)21].
Enhanced [DWZN16, FKZ22, FPT20, KYG22, KAS+22, LSJ19, LGY23, MEO18a, MOL17, MZH22, Pec18, Rec21, SE15, SS15, TRC+21, WX22].

Enhancement [AIPV21, CHMZ21].

Enchantments [CCA+20, WC17].

Enchanting [ACM+19, BBGP19, KKP22, PCROB21, PNM+20, Sni13, TAM+22, TT22, TA15, ZX22].

Enough [GLD+18, LMY21].

Enriched [PLA+21].

Enriching [DBD+14, RTN+22].

Ensuring [ACM+19, BBGP19, KKP22b, PCROB21, PNM+20, Smi13, TAM+22, TT22, TA15, ZX22].

Entailment [WZL21].

Enterprise [Pet11].

Entities [Zha19].

Entropy [LYD22].

Enumerated [Tsi14].

Environment [AK18, AYH+21, CKF+22, GMD+22, Gra13, HZW+20, HSC+22, Jai19, JP13, IYW+15, McK20, MSIP20, NIK+21, NPB+19, PPKS21, RYAA22, RZQS18, RK19, SGG+22, SPSS17, VFFHF19, WHB+21, ZJ18, ZYLM17, ZAR22].

Environmental [Cro19, FZ15, GAGB19, GPPB+21, GN16, KBP23, KKT22, LZ11, PL22a].

Environmental-Based [GAGB19].

Environmentally [XXS18].

Environments [ACG22, ADAB21, ALLR16, ARC+19, AD18, BMJ+22, CPI+18, CFGD20, DIE+21, DGKL15, DPBG18, FMCT09, FM20a, GSL22, GSD+17, GCCY20, HXHP17, HOPGRV21, HS20, NNR+21, OMTFL21, PCROB21, RGFMM12, SKT+19, VFS+19, YOi19, ZDP+22].

Envisioned [ASMM22].

EO [TEZ+21].

Epidemic [ESB+20, HD19].

Epidemics [LZC21].

Episodes [ML20].

Equalization [CXG+22].

Equipment [KWI+19, NZU20].

Equivalent [LSSD22].

Era [BCM+19a, DGD+19, Yan17, ZCdRR+23].

ERGCN [WX22].

ERM OCTAVE [MSC19].

Error [WX20].

Escape [WLCS17, FAT19].

Escaping [SU+22].

ESTA [SS15].

Estimates [ALST20].

Estimating [MN21].

Estimation [AMSM23, COL22, DWY19b, KKP22a, KKL+20, KWI+19, LWF14, LLJ16, VPCE20, WLHR13, WLJM21].

Evaluating [BSE+21, CEZC19, KTUF19, OBK23].

Evaluation [AY21, ABSG21, AALS21, AS15, BMB23, BTBK21, BS17, BCG10, DHEK19, GVE+23, HCHX16, HAL+22, KP19, KH+22, KUBS22, KVVD22, KAS+20, MV20, MLK22, MKDG20, MGBG21, MMM19, dSM22, NNT22, OAG21, QAQA21, RRdBSS22, SOA+16, SS22, hSgLH17, SP22, TRB22, Tom21, VR21, WBA+23, YAV+21, ZLZ+23].

Event [AS15, CTLP22, DB23, MGM+23, MFO+20, PCROB21, RAA+18, SJ20, VdHH+19, WZ18, ZL21].

Event-Driven [AS15].

Events [BCT21, PFL+12, TADS20, YC22].

Ever [RBVV22].

Everything [LSN21, MAEP18, NSJGN21, SNK20].

Evidence [HCHP16, ISG20, Lal14, PD21].

Evolution [DYS15, Giua18b, HD16, Let16, MP20, MKvD11, NZZ12, PFD2GG21, VSEH+21, WX22, YBO+23, ZZ19].

Evolutionary [SAL21].

Evolving [LYG23, MUS11].

Ex Ex [LAG+18].

Examination [Roy14].

Examine [HT14].

Examining [GS11, GR22b, HCW20].

Example [GL19, TP21, ZL21].

Examples [FLC21].

Excellence [GKK+19].

Exchange [CGLR19, HWCH12, JEO20, TRC+21].
[AMA22, ABCa22, ACBP19, AVE+22, AAJ+22, AHP23, BRBC14, BG09, BKSS19, BLW+17, BM18, BDL22, CGRV20, CLT+22, CLTP22, CCM+17, DQ18, EH21, FAB+22, Fio10, GSL20b, GMS+20, HHL+23, HMB+21, IFF21, IOW16, JLH+13, JII17, KVST19, KP19, KS14, KGWR23, KVVD20, KKT20, LDM22, LZL+17, LNG19, La822, MSC19, MKGD20, NMH+21, NLT+23, NSD+22, NE21, PPN18, PG19, PTZ+22, PW22, QDL22, RRLT20, RMLAZOPC21, RAK+20, RD18, SRS23, SMN22, Sol2, TZE+21, VdHH+19, VCRCSV+21, VCB14, Sul22].

**Frameworks** [AP22, DWY+19a].

**Franchise** [SOB+19]. **Fraud** [LrLS19, MT17a, MTHN22]. **Frauds** [VKA+17]. **Free** [CCKH21, GPMO20].

**Free-Space** [GPMO20]. **Freeway** [SYG21]. **French** [FTA21]. **Frequency** [BCMPW21, DZH22]. **Friends** [MSX21]. **Friendship** [JII21].

**Frontal** [ASM22]. **Frontline** [SGR+13]. **Fruit** [AGA+22]. **Fruition** [AIPV21]. **FtC** [MGV17].

**FttC-Based** [MGV17]. **Full** [AZ19, SNH+19, SXW20]. **Full-Duplex** [SNH+19, SXXW20]. **Fully** [Del21, Pri].

**Func** [GG+22]. **Function** [AP22, CASN21, ELC+19, ELCS20, GKK18, GKK19, JK20, KAS+22, MSC+21, Pap20, STCP21, SN23, VL20, WY+21, Ahn22].

**Functional** [HZCZ22]. **Functions** [MP16, MR23]. **Furniture** [FRE+22].

**Fused** [AWHF19]. **Fusepool** [KS14].

**Fusion** [CLZ21, FSY+19, LQY+19, RGM+21, SYLL21, WX20, WLX22, XY21, YWW+19, Z18, ZLX19, ZCHG19, ZC21, ZLZ+23, ZQCC16, ZMX22].

**Fusion-Based** [RGM+21, WXL22]. **Future** [AZH22, AAMD21, AYH23, AA+22, BSEL20, BLU+15, BPG19, CFV19, DPH17, DPH19, DDVP18, Dua21, FC19, FGBMG19, Fra18, Fri13, GAGB19, GP.CP12, GW13, HE20, HK+21, HS09, IBBA20, IKP+13, KGKP20, KHN+11, LZL+17, LCVM17, LL20c, LFGR20, MG10, MMF+19, MGJ22, MSIP20, MKV11, MAEP18, MZLP22, NZ14, NSD+22, Pri10, PSM22, QLR+22, RKM+22, SVV+22, SG19, SUT+22, STG+20, SMN22, YBMK21, Rah22, Fut20, Fut21, Giu18a, Off15, Off16, Off17, Off18, Off19, Off22]. **Futures** [DZH+22].

**Fuzzy** [DDVP18, DCHM16, HWZP18, JP21, KKEV17, LA23, PCC+18, Tra18, YPMM12]. **Fuzzy-Based** [PCC18]. **Fuzzy-NN** [KKEV17]. **Fuzzy-Rule-based** [YPMM12].

**G** [FG17]. **G-Networks** [FG17]. **G.723.1** [WLY12]. **Game** [AZ19, FC22, GFL21, HLZ23, KHN+22, LS19, MEO18a, MSH16, PW22, RDASB22, TKT+18, VCPT22].

**Game-Based** [KHN+22]. **Game-Theoretic** [FC22, LS19, PW22]. **Games** [BB20, PNMK22]. **Gamification** [MKK19, PJMM22]. **Gamifying** [KYG22].

**Gaming** [AWS+23, BHI12]. **GAN** [CZZZZ22, dMLMS22]. **Gap** [SPM+22]. **Garden** [PPDa22]. **Gated** [SJJ20]. **Gauss** [BBPF12]. **Gaussian** [TGELGH13, YLL21]. **Gazetteers** [Lau15]. **GB** [WGZ+18]. **GB/s** [WZG+18]. **GDPR** [PYC21, Ves18]. **GDPR-Compliance** [PYC21]. **Gender** [AYRA21, AT14, dPCGC20, GSD+17, GR22b, Mar13, SRM20, VYN19]. **General** [LNG19]. **Generalized** [HZW+20, SJAA10, WBB+21]. **Generate** [DDD+22, TQP22]. **Generated** [FR16].

**Generating** [BJL+22, GGD23, GLA22, JLH+13, LTTS21, UK22]. **Generation** [AP22, FWVF19, HEP+11, HL11, HUM+21, IG10, KP19, LGY23, MKSV+19, RY10, SA18, SYL21, TZE+21, WZ+18, YK18]. **Generations** [IHMG22]. **Generative** [CZZZZ22, VR21]. **Generators** [CHH+16]. **Generic** [ML20]. **Genetic**


Im2Graph [GGD23]. Image [AKY+23, Alh21, AGA+22, BS17, CNGCD20, CCC19, FLC21, GRRZ18, KTS18, KYS21, LPM19, MAMa22, MTF+21, SGW22, SWC+23, SS17, SHKH23, TCB+19, USS19, WYL18, ZWZ21, ZWS17, ZQCC16]. Imagery [BPLBM21, CL19, GMLa22, KKM+22, MAMa22]. Images [CCKH21, CDD+21, Cop14, DYLZ21, GR22a, JMI+22, KHP+22, LBA22, VRL21, ZMDCMI22]. Imaging [XZ19]. Imbalanced [JXA19].


IoT-Based [BYG22, DHDAAn22, GSL20b, GAA21, LW21, YWLY22]. IoT-Blockchain [SNS22]. IoT-Driven [KGWR23].

IoT-Enabled [Alb21]. IoT-NOMA [THV+22]. IoT-Oriented [CDFF19].

IoT-Portrait [WZL23]. IOTA [GPPB+21].

IoTs [Lee17a, Lee17b]. IoT-SRM2 [PPP21].

IoV [NA23, KT22, MZLP22, WZS+22].

IoVT [XNC21]. IP [AI 20, HP16, Pin10].

IP/CoT [Pin10]. IPTV [PKB10].

IPv6 [HF14, IKT+13]. IR [MXL+21].

Irradiance [KLKP19]. Irrigated [CGRV20]. Irrigation [KKEV17]. ISA [BGL+22, SU17a]. ISA-95 [SU17a].

Isolated [GGK19, NIK+21]. Isolation [GGK18].

Issue [CB16, EMMF22, Far12, Fer12, Gra13, JP13, PSC19, ZMKR22, Mac22, Bod22, Sta22].

Issues [AS19, AIR+18, AYH23, AAD+12, DWL21, GPCP12, GZC21, KBF+22, MSFM16, VJK+19]. IT/OT [FMMS21].

Italian [BM19, BBM20, CGMM22, GSD+17, LC23, MPP20, VLPRI20, ZSS+22]. Italy [FZ15, GFPD21, TC21, ZL14]. Item [DDD+22]. Iterative [LXY17].
[SW21a]. Links [LWZL22, Mat20].
Lipreading [ITH+21]. Listed [LS15].
Listless [SS17]. Lists [DCG12]. Literary
[DMS+22, FRKS22]. Literature [AN22,
AA21b, AAA+20, BG09, CGMvDUC19,
GGW18, KT22, KIG23, KMV+23, Lee20,
LH21b, RNFS20, SMVP21, SE15, ZC21].
Live [AGC18, LSC+17, MSC+21].
Live-Streaming [MSC+21]. Livestock
[GMRRQ+16]. Living
[ACK+16, CFG20, FAC22]. Load
[ARAAA19, BdCRM10, GW15, HSL+23,
LW19, LZL+21, MKM+19, OT16, SHBS19,
YG20, YWW+19]. Load-Balanced
[BdCRM10]. Loans [APAR22]. Local
[CPRS20, DQ18, DWZN16, DWY19b, GS12,
HGF21, HY22, KKM+22, MSR+14, MHK13,
RFSOHMSB21, USS19, Yan17, ZYL17,
ZQCC16]. Localization [AAG+22, GZC21,
dSm022, PG19, RP+17]. Location
[BHH12, DQ18, DLX+19, GR22a,
ISLARP+22, JLF19, KE22, KSA+21, KH19,
OFV21, RSX18, RAK+20, VKK+19, WL22].
Location-Aware [BHH12]. Location-Based
[ISLARP+22, KH19, OFV21, RAK+20].
Location-Dependent [JLF19]. Locative
[Oel2]. Locator [LHW18, MHK13]. Lock
[CZZH15]. Lockdown
[HGF21, MPG20, PBB20]. LOFAR
[CHM22]. Log [SJG18, SW21b]. Logging
[and22b]. Logic
[CPP+20, GL12, JP21, LA23, Tra18].
Logically [KSD+23].
Logically-Centralized [KSD+23]. Logistic
[OMTF11, SQK+17]. Lognormal [KP19].
Logo [PMP22a]. Logo-Based [PMP22a].
Logs [CLTP22, MGM+23]. Lombardy
[TC21]. Long
[BKL+22, DYS15, FM20b, GLW+19].
long-haul [GLW+19]. Long-Range
[FM20b]. Long-Term [DYS15]. Longevity
[Jeo20]. Look [KFP10]. Look-Ahead
[KFP10]. Looking [XGN19]. Loop
[CZZH15, OTR+20]. LoRa [LA20, OAG21].
LoRaCommunication [KKEV17].
LoraMesh [dSVJ+dALRS21]. LoRaWAN
[ADAB21, BDZP19, BPG19, EABE19,
MCCHO19, VC19, dSVJ+dALRS21]. Lose
[Tsi14]. Lot [TCB+19]. Lots [WC3]. Low
[ABK22, BKL+19, BCMPW21, CKF+22,
CTP+22, CXLB21, CXG+22, LW15, MM21,
PR11, SKK+22, TPD+20, VKM+19,
WLHR13, WZL+20, YT19, YWW+19,
ZLY+20, ZLT22, ZM+22, dCIP+21].
Low-Altitude [ZMZ+22]. Low-Code
[dCIP+21]. Low-Complexity
[WZL+20, ZLT22]. Low-Cost
[CTP+22, PR11, TPD+20].
Low-Dimensional [CXLB21]. Low-Jitter
[LW15]. Low-Latency [MM21]. Low-Orbit
[LSTM+21]. Low-Priority [YT19].
Low-Resource [ZLY+20]. Loyalty
[GLRM19]. LRU [HNHH23]. LSSDNF
[SMN22]. LSTM [AWFH19, EVCL21,
GMA20, HSL+23, RAA+22, TCY22,
XGN19, ZWPL19, ZGZ+18]. LSTM-CNN
[ZGZ+18]. LSTM-CRF [XGN19]. LTC
[KE22]. LTE [ABK22, AMZ+20, CTP+22,
DMZ+19, NSV17, TFKY19].
LTE-Advanced [NSV17]. LTE/4G
[CTP+22].
M [FC19]. M2M [ABK22, BL22, LBG+14].
M2X [LSN21]. MAC
[TPD+20, HKN+21, MM21, MSK+18,
ORK+19, TSDG22, YLH+17]. MAC-PHY
[MM21]. Machina [LAG+18]. Machine
[AMK+21, AZA+22, AA21a, AR23, AA21c,
AFAAM19, BS22, CMO+21, DeD16,
DZH+22, DL19, FQ21, DMP+23, FRKS22,
GDN+23, GHA+21, GYV+23, GMK20,
HN18, IHMG22, LSC+17, LSN21, LG20,
LPA+22, MB22, MMS22, MMM21, MDM21,
MIK+23, MSAA22, MN21, MKM+19, MF20,
PLYD20, QWR18, RSM21, RLB+23,
RDASB22, RKS+21, SLP+22, TSZ+18,
TLK+20, TS22, WLS17, XLL+22, ZKKK19,
ZWS20, ZLY+20, ZTBD20, Alh22, GLW+19.
Machine-Learning [LG20].
Machine-Learning-Based [DZH+22].
Machine-to-Everything [LSN21].
Machines [CMO+21]. Madness [ATY20].
Magnetic [OP22]. Mail [SG21a, SKM21].
Main [MSFM16, TCG19]. Mainstream [SDa22]. Maintaining [TTQ+19].
Maintenance [NZU20, SOSR+16]. Major [CBRS21, MKKG19]. Makers [Ves18].
Makes [BR21]. Making [ARM20, CGG+22, CMS21, DCPG21, DCPG21, Let16, MHSI16, MKPG22, MLL+22, PR12, SJC19, OR12]. Male [VYNN19]. Malicious [AKA+22, AASAI22, ASL+22b, SLZ12, ZCZ17]. Malta [FMNS11, For14]. Maleware [KAS+20, Uto13, YZZ+20]. Managed [VI16]. Management [AML22, AZ19, AI 20, APB+16, AYH22, APP22, AAE+22, BMS20, BKL+22, BSEL20, BN14, CSIS19, CKK21, CMT22b, DDPVP18, DCA16, Dua21, FC19, FLRS12, FSXP22, GW13, Glal11, GSL20b, HGJA18, IP16, ICF+11, IZK+20, KT22, KPP+20b, KTP17, KUBS22, KOJ13, KLZ16, KID+15, Lee20, LYP+19, LCMV17, LCV+17, LGV13, LSM+12, LW15, MSCI9, M KK17b, MMH19, NMI+21, PPMS19, PLA17, PCC+18, PST+21, PPP21, QMN19, RC18, RKT19, RZQS18, SORSR+16, SOC+16, SOT19, SLSK21, SK19, SP22, TADS20, TH20, VP22, dSVjDAlRfs21, VCPPRC20, VCGOMC+21, WJ21, WZS+22, WLZ18, YCS17, YPMM12, YY17].
Manifold [KL21, ZYCY21].
Manufacturing [LH21b, LHS12, MEH+22, PGSL20, SU17c, TPJ21, WCSS18, ZLL18].
Many [REa22, and22b]. Many-Faceted [and22b]. Map [DHEK19]. Mapper [AJ18].


Mashup [FMCT09, HS18a, MHS23]. Mashups [BG09, Wse09]. Mask [Lba22].
Masked [GPPB+21]. Masses [GNK+10].
Massive [HRGQHOA21, WYS17, Wan17].
Master [ZL14]. Masterplans [FZ15, LZ11].
Match [PMGG21]. Matching [LLW21, MEQ18a, REa22, ZL22, ZY20b].
Materialist [LMY21]. Matérn [YPG20].
Mature [GLD+18]. Maximization [GHFM20, RZCL19, SNH+19, WZLW19].
Maximize [dOB19]. Maximum [ZLT22].
MCCM [GHFM20]. MCDN [RAJ23].
Meaningful [GADE14]. Measure [LL20c]. Measurement [DHEK19, LB23, MBF+12, PX18, YPMM12].
Measurement-Based [YPMM12].
Measurements [KKP22a]. Measures [PH20].
Measuring [GBP22]. MEC [DXL+22, LXL+20, SDM12, YLL+21].
MEC-WPT [LXL+20].
Mechanical [NZU20]. Mechanism [ADM+19b, AMEF21, CYC+21, CZL21, DNZ22, DNZW22, Lee17b, LBY20, LLZL19, LMP19, LLW21, SB22, SN21, SLL17, WHXL18, WCYL20, XDS+19, ZLXY19, ZCHG19]. Mechanisms
[AYH23, ARC+19, CCC19]. Media
Mirrors [GPMO20, GCA+22].
Misbehavior [AMF+10].
Misconfiguration [AA21b].
Misinformation [AA21a, JSPH21].
Misinformation-Related [JSPH21].
Misleading [Sta23].
Missing [AAAHA22, PHGZ20].
Misuse [Aln22].
Mitigate [SS15].
Mitigating [GMGK20].
Mitigation [AYRA21, CS11, HK18, ITZ20, PP22a, VL18b, YZC+20, GLW+19].
Mixed [IKS+21, ZN22].
Mixed-Reality [ZN22].
Mixture [YLL21].
ML [DJC+22, TAAK21].
ML-Based [DJC+22].
ML-Driven [TAAK21].
mmWave [BOK+21, SHC22].
Mobile [ADS20, ADS21, AAA+19, ALLR16, ALST20, BTBK21, BKSS19, BCL11, BHH12, DYS15, DSMM21, Far12, FWVF19, FR16, FBOC15, GSL22, GL13, Gog12, GKS10, HF22, JAS21, Jan12, KMW18, KA21, LXL+20, LLLD21, LBC18, MT17b, MAP19, NE21, OB13, OFV21, OBK23, PRDK22, PSC19, PH16, RSX18, RPB+17, SFEK18, SS15, SIAJ10, SNS22, TEE10, WCM19, YT18, YY17, YPZ18].
Mobile-Assisted [NE21].
Mobile-Sensor [WCM19].
Mobility [AI20, ADG+19, CTG21, HGF21, IMR+18, KC19, KSE+20, LTM+22, MBDB22, MLM14, OGR+20, Sof19, WC17, ZZWP19, Zar22].
Mobility-Aware [CTG21].
Mobility-Enabled [ZZWP19].
Modal [CZZZ22].
Modbus [CISM22].
Mode [DDZ18, OCCB20].
Model [AFS+22, AML22, AAGB+20, ANAAM21, AAA+20, BdBCCG21, BdBBC23, BAR+21, BBGP19, BGL+22, BZN+23, CMP+19, CT20, CHW+21, CTM19, CAS+20, CNC+21, DHEK19, DL19, ESLB20, FHXL19, GNV21, GFHK+12, GMA20, GDCM19, GGG18, GRRL18, GF21, GAA21, HZW+20, HSC+22, HP20, HLZ23, HL19, HP19, IHHG22, JMZ+22, JPVC21, KWI+19, KY821, KCY22, KP15, KSO19, KSSF19, KA23, KL21, LC23, LDM22, LWX18, LY19, MKKS18, MFO+20, PPKS21, PLYD20, PPP21, PMP21, PM17, QDL22, RRdBSS22, SGG+22, SC20, SRS+21, SH21, TLC15, TS22, TN20, VCPPRC20, WWB+20, WLG+22, WYW+22, WSa22, Wlcs17, WY19, XGN19, XLJ+22, YLL21, ZLXY19, ZL20, ZC21, ZXWZ21, ZLZ+23, ZGZ+18, Or122].
Model-Based [BZN+23, GFHK+12].
Modeling [AMa22, AES21, AMAn22, DTTK19, EAKM22, FYWS16, FTHY21, GL19, GNR+10, HHR+21, KGWR23, LSDD22, LMSC19, MDT20, OAI+22, RYAA22, RSX18, SDa22, VSE21, YOi19, Alt22].
Modelling [GWK17, MHSH16, YLYa22].
Models [AZA+22, AAAT21, ADS21, AGG+22, BMGI21, CFV19, DG13, DCB19, FFVP21, GYV+23, GLH+22, HD19, HAL18, JT23, KKM+22, LZC21, NNT22, OC20, RGDCK22, RAA+22, SMVP21, Smi15, SM19, TOLG21, TLK+20, VDKL21, YAV+21, ZLY+20, ZGH13].
Moderated [HL19].
Moderating [HCW20].
Modern [KKS+19, Sta23].
Modification [Aln22].
Modified [HJA18, WLL20].
Modulation [AM21, DNPC+22, WLYL20].
Module [MKPG22, WZL21].
Moment [BOB+20].
Money [ADS20, ADS21, CMS21, JAS21].
MongoDB [CFV19].
Monitoring [ANAM21, AEM+23, AASAI22, AYH+21, BMB23, BZP+21, CVG+22, CC22a, DHDAn22, DDV22, GAA21, JCPV22, KGWR23, IWF+15, LS21, LBBB18, LA20, OAG21, PHGZ20, RS17, RIS+17, RHV17, SSO+19, VGS+19, WL20, SX18, ZJ18, dCMAC21].
Monocular [TCH18].
Monopole [CLZL18, PBAAN19].
MONs [YPLZ19].
Monte [PPM21].
MOOCs [CWC+22].
Mood [WLL+17].
Morals [GCA+22].
Moroccan [FOJE19].
Motion [LMH19, OOM+18, ZWPL19].
Motion-Compensated [LMH19].
Motivation [LL20b].
Motives [SH18b].
Motor [BPLBM21].
Move [KC19].
Movement [ASF⁺23, BTBK21, GAA21, JTA⁺21, MZH22]. Movements
[BCMPW21]. Movie [ZXJ22]. Moving
[CMP⁺19], MQTT [DTR22]. MQTT-Based [DTR22]. Msfc [GR22a],
Msfc [GR22a]. Multi-ELEMENT
[WX20]. Multi-Output
[ORL19]. Multi-Provider
[HF20]. Multi-Radio
[WX20]. WZX20, WZL21, XCSM18, XY21, YWS22,
VGK21, WL20, WX20, WJ21, WX22,
WZX20, WZL21, XCSM18, XY21, YWS22,
YBO⁺23, ZZ18, ZLXY19, ZL19a, ZZWP19,
ZLZ⁺23, ZQCC16, and22b, Zar22, Cap23.
Multi-Access [TTKZ19]. Multi-Agent
[GB23, KK21, LZLW22, LFM⁺19, Zar22].
Multi-Agent-Based [AAE⁺22].
Multi-Angle [ITH⁺21]. Multi-Attention
[ZLXY19, ZL19a]. Multi-Attribute
[MLL⁺22]. Multi-Authority [WZX20].
Multi-Blockchain [KK20]. Multi-Case
[and22b]. Multi-Cell [YBO⁺23].
Multi-Channel [HF20]. Multi-Context
[ZZ18]. Multi-Controller [RAJZ23].
Multi-Criteria [DDVP⁺18].
Multi-Database [JT23]. Multi-Decision
[CHMZ21]. Multi-Domain [SAM⁺18].
Multi-Element [WX20]. Multi-Facial
[LQY⁺19]. Multi-Factor [ADS21].
Multi-Focus [ZQCC16]. Multi-Grained
[WJ21]. Multi-Head [YWS22]. Multi-Hop
[CGT21, LXL⁺19]. Multi-Input [ORL19].
Multi-Layer [AKM⁺23, BOK⁺21, WX22].
Multi-Level [XY21, ZLZ⁺23].
Multi-Mode [DDZ18]. Multi-Model
[CHW⁺21]. Multi-Object [DIE⁺21].
Multi-Output [ORL19]. Multi-Premise
[WZL21]. Multi-Provider [MP16].
Multi-Radio [HF20]. Multi-Rate
[LWY20]. Multi-Scale
[LF23, VGK21, XY21]. Multi-Sensory
[FRE⁺22]. Multi-Service [AKB22].
Multi-Social [RZCL19]. Multi-Source
[FSY⁺22, PLYD20, SYLL21].
Multi-Spectral [GMLa22]. Multi-Targets
[WL20]. Multi-Thresholds [XCSM18].
Multi-Tier [CKK21]. Multi-Topology
[MWY19]. Multi-User
[LXL⁺19, ORL19, SOR16, ZZWP19].
Multi-View [CLTP22, HF22]. Multicast
[CFP17, CFP19, DLK10, DZ22, DZ222,
JWRX17, KBB10, PSM⁺18, YC16].
Multicell [KTP17]. Multidimensional
[OFV21]. Multidisciplinary [RSF23].
Multidiscipline [ZLL18]. Multifractal
[WKD22]. Multihop [NSV17]. Multilane
[SYGY21]. Multilayer [FPK22].
Multilevel [HT14]. Multilingualism
[Lau15]. Multimedia [BCG10, HDL⁺14,
HE20, RRT20, SCB21, YW19]. Multimodal
[AFS⁺22, CCM⁺17, FM20a, RGP22].
Multimodel [RAA⁺22]. Multipath
[KSSF19, KLT17, PW22, YW19, XNZ23].
Multiperspective [MHS23]. Multiple
[BZN⁺23, GLH⁺22, HLZ⁺18, HWZP18,
LXL⁺20, LWZL22, RIS⁺17, SWZ18,
WYL⁺21, VZP22, YAV⁺21, YXL⁺21, ZZ21].
Multiplex [SA21]. Multiscalar
[dCMA21]. Multitask [SPC22].
Multitasking [SW21a]. Multitier
[DGK15]. Municipal [FZ15, ZL14].
Municipality [Yan17]. Musculoskeletal
[JTA⁺21]. Musical [KPP⁺20b]. Mutual
[AdMTJ20, CML⁺21]. My
[MSR⁺14, UDF⁺19]. myDIG [KS19].
N [LYT⁺22]. N-Trans [LYT⁺22]. Naïve
[HKZ⁺22]. Name [Bae10, FP19, GSL20a,
KHM20, LYT22, LL23]. Name-Based
[FP19]. Named [ATH18, ARC⁺19, GSL22,
GXWD19, ISLARP⁺22, KST19, KH19,
LMPT19, MSL⁺23, SB22, YSEK20]. Names
[LYT⁺22]. Naming [WC20]. Nano
[MAEP18]. Nano-Things [MAEP18].
Nanoscopic [MDB22]. Narrative [ATY20].
Narratives [DGGS19]. Narrowband
[HDB+23]. National [GKY+23].
Nationality [Mar13]. Native
[Du21, and22b]. Natives [GKW17].
Natural
[Ca22, DGGH+20, EMPP22, ICF+11,
NPB+19, STV+22, VCJAMN22, ZSS+22].
Navigation [FSY+22, HS20, IAG+21,
Ngul9, ZN22, ZYLML17]. NB
[ADAB21, KZR+22, MOA17]. NB-IoT
[ADAB21, KZR+22, MOA17]. NDN
[KSD+23, KHM20, WZX20, YHG+21].
ndnIoT [GSL20a]. ndnIoT-FC [GSL20a].
NDNs [HKZ+22]. Near [BZP+21].
Near-Sensor [BZP+21]. Neck [IKS+21].
Need [LNG19, SSS21]. Needs
[PEN23, Tag20]. Negative [FC19, KPC19].
Negotiation [WHXL18]. Neighbor [DH22].
Neither [FKK20]. Neo [CCA+20].
NeoGeography [For14]. Nephropathy
[ZWS20]. Nerve [SWD+18]. Net
[GRA21, SS23, ZMDCEMI22]. NetKAT
[FG19]. Nets [DCHM16]. Network
[AP22, ASCM22, ATH18, AA21b, AA21c,
AAE+22, AKM22, BKL+22, BTBK21,
BZP+21, BZDP19, BKSS19, Bi14, BRP+13,
CZZZZ22, CPRS20, CUC+21, CTNS21,
CAS21, CHT21, CMH10, DH22, DJC+22,
DWZ16, DLX+19, DAMAS+19, EW19,
ELC+19, ELCS20, EVCL21, FC19, FC22,
FWVF19, FML+22, GHG+22, GRRG21,
GVCl3, Han13, HZ1+18, HGJA18, HCHP16,
HD16, HWCL17, HY22, IG10, ITZ20, JK20,
JTA+21, KGP20, KGP21, KKK+20,
KWI+19, KK21, KPC19, KSO19, KLTCA17,
KKBD10, KRSa22, LIW+17, LLZL19,
LLL21, LZY22, LTV21, LF16, LQY+19,
LXL+19, LLL11, MIA10, MAVS20, MSN13,
MP16, MS16, MGB21, MGVL17, MXL+21,
MBF+12, MLL+22, NZZ12, NLT+23,
OAG21, PMA+22, Pap20, PPMMS19,
PXC18, RS17, RF21, RD18, SMG13, SHC22,
SAL21, SADP21, SQK+17, SN23, SYGY21,
SSS+19, SMN22, SST23, Smii3, SXXH19,
SYZ19, SKT+19, SG21a, SP22]. Network
[TLK+20, UFK+10, VGG21, VLL20,
WLH+17, WZLW19, WSM20, WWD21,
WX22, WZ18, WYL18, YPXH19, YZZ+20,
YT18, YSE20, YLPW21, YY17, YLJ+19,
ZBN21, ZL19b, ZL19a, ZCHG19, ZL20,
ZL22, Zha19, ZSR+23, ZHW23, ZSF20,
Venn21, Ahn22, PPM21]. Network-Based
[BKL+22, BZP+21, Han13, Zha19].
Networked
[EUDW23, LS21, Tag20, TEE10].
Networking
[AP21, ACM+19, ARC+19, BCFP21, BM14,
CDBF19, DNN22, DNNZ22, FP19, Fot20,
GJ15, GPCP12, GTQ+22, ISLARP+22,
IZK+20, KST19, KH19, MZS19, MCH+20,
Pap20, PKCF21, QSF19, RAJ23,
SYB+18, SUF+22, SN23, Smi13, SM19,
SN21, VL20, XNZ23, WZW19, Mac22].
Networks [AAR+19, ADM+19b, AZH22,
AMa22, AAAHA22, AIR+18, ACD+22,
AASA22, AA21c, AMZ+20, AMSM23,
APP22, AMF+10, AAE+22, BFY22,
BCNS20, BdCRM10, BF18, BCG10, BL22,
BKL+19, BRP+13, CBM+20, CLM+21,
CGMM22, CDD+21, CSL+20, CBK+22,
CZK+17, CZX23, CTC23, Ca22, CKSG21,
DPH17, DPH19, DMZ+19, DLK10, Dun21,
EVCL21, FMA+20, FWVF19, FMMS21,
FG17, FML+22, GSL20a, GSL22, GNV21,
GDARM18, GGGW18, GX20, GTCT19, Gro17,
GMB+21, GSP15, GFL21, GR22b, HF20,
HLZ23, HLLT10, HNK+21, IKP+13,
JCPV22, JP20, KSD+23, KMW18, KLKP19,
KTP17, KHN+11, KC19, KTHF19, LBG+14,
LMK18, LSH21, LWa22, LCW+18, LH21c,
LZL+21, LGY23, LCMV17, LRdLS19,
LZC21, LN19, MCM+10, MG10, MEO18b,
MP20, MP16, MKDG20, MT20, MKK17b,
MWY19, MSX+21, MkvD11, MBLC22,
MHZ22, MSC+21, MN21, MSAD22,
MTHN22, MZLP22]. Networks
[YPMM12]. Policy-Engineering [SSX20].
Policy-Makers [Ves18]. Polish [OC20].
Politeness [LLR19]. Political
[RBSMRN21, SSX20, ZVV12, Zaf12].
Pollution [KKM+22, XL+22].
Polymediation [Hor19]. Polynomial
[SST23]. Polynomial-Based [SST23].
Pooling [YWS22, YCHG18]. Pools
[BTB22]. Popular [CQWC22, GRA21].
Popularity [UDF+19, YSEK20, ZL21].
Populated [OKF19]. Population
[Gla11, MPG20, WLJM21]. Polling
[AD20, Lee17a, LL20c]. Pre-Distortion
[Lee17a]. Pre-School [LL20c]. Pre/Post
[AD20]. Pre/Post-Compensation [AD20].
Preceding [HZW+20, WHB+21]. Precision
[BYG22, KKS+19]. Precoded [GVC13].
Predict [DGMP21, FFVP21, GKN+10,
LCW+18, SLP+22, SG21a, WC23].
Predicting [AMAa22, AA19a, BS17,
CCD+21, CFG20, FSG22, GCA+22, JHD21].
Prediction [AMK+21, Alb19, AES21,
AAC21, AAE+22, CQWC22, DAMAS+19,
EMHF19, EVC21, GNY+23, HBM+21,
IHMG22, KTS18, LMIH19, LLDD21,
LPA+22, MKM+19, RGM21, SH21, SJ20,
TZS+21, TCY22, WX20, WX22, WXL22,
WLG+22, ZWPL19, ZL20, ZWS20, ZZ19,
ZLW21, ZYZC21, ZL21, ZXJ22, ZLZ+23].
Prediction-Based [LMIH19]. Predictive
[LZL+21, NZU20, OAI+22, SMI15, SG21b,
WLZ18, XLJ+22, YCS17]. Predictors
[GFDP21]. Preemption [AMA22].
Preemption-Based [AMA22]. Preference
[MSX+21]. Prefetch [SMK+22]. Prefix
[SYB+18]. Prehabilitation [ANAAM21].
Preliminary [CBK+22, KP15]. Premise
[WZL21]. Preoperative [ANAAM21].
Preparedness [For14]. PrepaTec [JP21].
Preprocessing [NSD+22]. Preschool
[VCAJMN22]. Presence [RK19]. Present
[MSIP20, RKM+22]. Presentation
[AYRA21]. Preservation
[AG22, Cap14, YJSL18]. Preserve [RFZ22].
Preserving
[BFY22, CFW19, DQ18, FQ21, VFFH19].
Press [RBSMRN21]. Pretraining
[ZLY+20]. Prevent [SWP+22]. Preventing
[DL19, MT17a, Ra22, WLC21].
Prevention [AMEF21, ACBP19, YWLY22].
Price [WHXL18]. Prices [CMP+19].
Pricing [FN23, JLGF19, TOLG21].
Primary [LL20c]. Principles [DCG12].
Print [LWBM22]. Printed
[CLZL18, VMD+22]. Prior [SLZY21, ZH21].
Priorities [IUK+23, oRL19]. Prioritisation
[Tag20]. Prioritization [AMA22]. Priority
[CL16, YT19]. Priors [LXY17]. Privacy
[AH22, AG22, ARI+18, AAKJ22, AH21,
BFY22, CDD+21, DQ18, DGKL5, FKK20,
FQ21, FJ19, FZ13, GJ15, GM16, GANT21,
GD+17, HXHP17, HZL23, HDFI20,
HBMS20, JAS21, KMW18, KPP+20a,
KSA+21, KAS+22, KPC19, KHM20,
MKKG19, MGJ22, PFGG21, PPN18, PH16,
SG12, SCA14, SRS23, Ves18, VKK19,
VKK22, VFFH19, WL21, YJSL18, ZR15,
Sta22]. Privacy-Conscious [CDI+21].
Privacy-Oriented [KPP+20a].
Privacy-Preserving [BFY22, VFFH19].
Private [CTNS21, DMZ+19, MT17b].
Privileged [SB22]. Proactive
[HF22, LW11, SSF+18]. Probabilistic
[ABS20, TPKA20, ZLL18]. Probability
[KIB+22, WLL20]. Problem
[GDGL18, GLH+22, SU17b].
Problem-Solving [GDGL18]. Problems
[Lal14, LBMP21, SRLM21, VI16, AL18].
Process [BGL+22, CLTP22, CXZ23, ER10,
FMN11, MBLS20, SFW23, TW20, Tra18,
VCPPR20, WCSS18, YPG20, ZBN21,
ZH21]. Processes [ABP+16, CRIV20,
KGWR23, LHSS12, PE13, PL18, PLA+21,
PR12, TMTP20, ZLL18]. Processing
[Ca22, LSZ21, PSGM22, RAA+18, SSR17,
STV+22, VdHH+19, WZL21, ZMDEMI22].
Procurement [DHY+19a]. Producer
[KC19]. Product [ZLZ+23]. Production
[MKHR21, VP22]. Products
[CMP+19, HSMM19, NDKBL19, TN20].
Products-Empirical [HSM19].
Professional [ASGZ21, KVVD22].
Professionals [CCCA22, Nil12]. Professor
[DHG21]. Professors [RRAGMMGG20].
Profile [LLZ21, LCW+18, RMLAZOPC21].
Profiles [OON+18]. Profiling
[GT22, SALZ21, WL22, ZGH13, dVBA23].
Prognosis [SCM12]. Program
[ANAM21, APB+16, RSF23].
Programmable [DH22]. Programming
[CY17, DH18, KS19, MB22]. Programs
[AS19, GL12, KBP23]. Programs-Pitfalls
[AS19]. Progress [XCW+22]. Progressive
[JHC+20]. Project
[CGM+19, FMNS11, ZYIC21]. Projects
[OC20, PR11]. PROMETHEE [KKTS22].
Promote [ALST20, NE21]. Promoting
[AGN21]. Pronunciation [KI20]. Proof
[AMEF21, BMB23, GKG19, HM20, HDT22,
QXC+21, SWL21b, WLL20, XNC21, ZLLW18].
Proof-of-Concept [BMB23, GKG19].
Proof-of-ENF [XNC21].
Proof-of-Probability [WLL20].
Proof-of-Stake [AMEF21].
Proof-of-Work [AMEF21, QXC+21].
Propaganda [RBMR21]. Propagation
[ACD+22]. Proportion [MBLC22].
Proposal [CTM22b, ELCS20, EVCL21,
FMMS21, MFO+20, NNRR+21]. Proposed
[KKEV17]. Prosocial [CGG+22].
Prospective [ST20]. Prospects [GTQ+22].
Prosumerism [PE13]. Protection
[AMZ+20, GL21, HXHP17, HWCH12, JT23,
SSS21, TRC+21, VKK22, WL21,
ZWW17]. Protocol
[AKJB20, CFPF21, DFG23, EABE19,
GPP+21, GMS+20, HLZ+18, HS18a, HF14,
HJA18, KMS+12, KKEV17, KC19, MSK+18,
OLCMd20, POC20, RPR17, SCA+19,
SS15, WCM19, YT19, YT15, YLYa22,
YW16, YLH+17, ZLLW18, CISM22].
Protocols [AK18, AI20, ACG22, AVA+22,
BM14, CSL+20, GKW+10, HNK+21, JAL19,
KKP22b, KTUF19, MLK28, ORK+19,
SBS18, TT22]. Prototype
[AS15, LST+12, Tri14, VKV+22, WBG12].
Provable [YJSL18]. Provide [ALST20].


Provided [LS15]. Provider [MP16].
Providing [CH16, RFS22]. Province [ZLW21]. Provisioning [BdCRM10, BOK+21, ELC+19, KOJP13, MG10, YC16].
Proximate [KKBD10]. Pseudolite [LLYL22]. Psychological [CFGD20, MPG20, NIK+21, VGS+19].
Psychometrics [WLH+17]. Psychophysiological [KKL+20]. Public [CB22, CS11, Cop14, FAT19, Gar12, GTM22, HEP+11, HDT22, LMY21, MLL+22, Pic21, SS14, VKKA17].
Q [CASN21, WWD21]. Q-Learning [CASN21]. QCA [ZY20a]. QGIS [SSR17].
QoE [EMHF19, HE20, AWS+23, BS17, DTTK19, EH21, LWZL22, NNT22].
Qualitative [FGSD22, FMMS21, NB2]. Qualities [ALDS19]. Quality [ASL17, CMH10, CCM21, CR11, DHEK19, EMHF19, Gao21, GKK+19, HE20, HAL+22, JCPV22, KTS18, KZ20, OBK23, PZH+18, PDMK19, SB22, SYB+18, SMG13, SSR17, hSgLH17, TKT+18, XLJ+22, YT18, Zha19, and22a].
Quality-of-Service-Linked [SB22].
Quantifying [BOK+21]. Quantitative [FGSD22, LS15]. Quantization [WLYL20].
Queueing-Based [RdRSS22]. Queries [CL16]. QuickFaaS [RFS22]. Quo [dSRRMC+23, ST20].
Raising [PR12]. Ramp [SYGY21]. Random [ASF+23, BB20, Han13, OA+22].
Ransomware-Resilient [ADSAKAD22]. Rapid [GCP12]. Rare [LWBM22, TADS20]. Raspberry [JOL22].
Rate [CR21, DNZW22, IYW20, LMLW18, LMH19, MTA+20, QWR18, RRP17, REn22, WZG+18, YZP22, dOB19].
Rate-Controlled [MTA+20]. Rating [FPT20]. Ratio [KLT17, SJG18, ZLT22]. Rational [QAM17]. Rationality [LYP+19].
Re-Identification [CZL21, CXLB21, MXL+21]. RE-SWOT [THL21]. Re-Use [MAW+19].
Reachability [MLM14]. Reactive [TT22].
Readability [MG12]. Reader [AM21, JLZ18]. Reader-Tag [AM21].
Reader/Router [JLZ18]. Readiness [ESB+20]. Reading [ATY20, Oie12].
Ready [MRRMC21]. Real [AMCI17, AAG+22, AGA+22, AGN21, BSE+21, CBK+22, For14, GSP15, GPM21, IMR+18, ISG20, LCS12, LBC18, MXT+16, MDB22.
MMF$^{+19}$, NPM$^{+18}$, OO19, PPDa22, RIS$^{+17}$, SH21, TZE$^{+21}$, VGK21, VG$^{+19}$. Real-Time [AMCI17, AAG$^{+22}$, AGA$^{+22}$, CBK$^{+22}$, GPM21, IMR$^{+18}$, MXT$^{+16}$, MDB22, PPDa22, RIS$^{+17}$, SH21, TZE$^{+21}$, VGK21, VG$^{+19}$. Real-to-Virtual [For14].

Real-World [BSE$^{+21}$, GSP15, NPM$^{+18}$, OO19].

Realistic [BSE$^{+21}$, GSP15, NPM$^{+18}$, OO19].

Reality [Ant12, ASFAV23, FRE$^{+22}$, HF22, IKS$^{+21}$, JGV$^{+21}$, KTS18, PEN23, ZN22].

Reasoning [AGN21, CCA22, DCHM16, DMG21, EHC16, HH21, HLYP19, ITH$^{+21}$, LDZ$^{+23}$, LMPT19, LF23, MKKS18, MSL$^{+23}$, RGM$^{+21}$, RPB$^{+17}$, RSG21, SGMMRG21, SOA$^{+20}$, SYZ19, SDL$^{+19}$, USS19, VGK21, XGN19, YCHG18, ZL19b, ZZS1X19, ZZZ$^{+22}$, ZXMB22].

Recognition-Based [USS19].

Rechargeable [CTC23].

Recipe [GDLG18].

Recognition [ATH18, AWFH19, AF22, CHMZZ1, CC2a, CKSG21, DYLZ21, DYM$^{+23}$, FM20a, GXWD19, GCA$^{+22}$, GM21, GR22b, HAL$^{+22}$, HLYP19, ITH$^{+21}$, LDZ$^{+23}$, LMPT19, LF23, MKKS18, MSL$^{+23}$, RGM$^{+21}$, RPB$^{+17}$, RSG21, SGMMRG21, SOA$^{+20}$, SYZ19, SDL$^{+19}$, USS19, VGK21, XGN19, YCHG18, ZL19b, ZZS1X19, ZZZ$^{+22}$, ZXMB22].

Recommendation [AHD21, AYH$^{+21}$, BdBCCG21, GAGB19, LPM10, RAK$^{+20}$, SJ21, WXY18, XY18, XDS$^{+19}$, ZSF20].

Recommendations [ITZ20, KBP23, KTK20, PEN23, TL17].

Recommender [SGMMRG21, SOB$^{+19}$, SDA22, ZSR$^{+23}$].

Reconfigurable [IBBA20, WWYQ19].

Reconfiguration [QLL$^{+21}$, TXJ23].

Reconstruction [SSR$^{+21}$, TDT$^{+21}$].

Reconstructor [LH21a].

Records [CCCA22].

RecPOID [SJ21].

Recruiters [VNJ18].

Recruitment [VKKA17].

Recycling [ZTBD20].

Redactable [AYH23].

Reddit [BCT21, BTB22].

Reduce [SOSR$^{+16}$].

Reduced [QAQA21].

Reducing [AAAT21, ELC$^{+19}$, OT16, RSG21, SAF14].

Redundancy [Fio10].

Redundant [CLTP22].

Reference [BML19, DHEK19, MEH$^{+22}$, PPP21].

Referral [ZY15].

Refinement [HY22].

Reflecting [SF22].

Reflective [IV16, Whe09].

Reframing [KG18].

Refreshing [PVM22].

Refuse [GMLa22].

Regards [SOSC$^{+16}$].

Region [TC21].

Regional [GGD23].

Regions [NZZ13].

Register [SZL21].

Registers [Gla11].

Regulation [BFFZ$^{+12}$, LGMZ19, PKCF21].

Rehabilitation [COL21, GAA21, MSS$^{+19}$, SCM12].

Reinforcement [DYL$^{+22}$, FHXL19, GHG$^{+22}$, KALY17, LtzL22, MCT$^{+21}$, QWR18, SF22, TFKY19, TKT$^{+18}$, TCY22, VC23, WZLW19, YBO$^{+23}$, ZY20b].

Related [Dua21, FZ15, FGBMG19, JSPH21, Min20, SLK21, YMJ20, ZL14].

Relation [DGADE14, KA23].

Relational [KPCS13, LDZ$^{+23}$, WX22].

Relations [KVL$^{+22}$, PM17].

Relationship [CFI$^{+18}$, HT14, Mar13, SRF20, WZL21].

Relationships [TL17].

Relay [CFP17, DYS15, JP20, SJG18, SHC22, SXXH19, SNH$^{+19}$, THV$^{+22}$].

Relay-Assisted [SHC22].

Relaying [KFP10, SJG18, SXXH19].

Released [OFV21].

Relevance [RCGSL19, XY18].

Reliable [DBF19, Tre22].

Reliability [DCHM16, FAB$^{+12}$, SWJ20].

Remote [ANAAM21, Ciu19, DDV22, LWY$^{+15}$, POC20].

Renovate [Fio10].

Renewal [KAL$^{+19}$, TH20].

Rent [PW22].

Rent-Seeking [PW22].
Rich-Features [XSa22]. Rider [MDB22].
Rights [KPP+20b, Tsi14]. Rigidity [PFdRGG21]. Rigorous [MKPG22, Tre22].
Rikki [Tsi14]. Ring [HHL+23].
Ring-Architecture-Based [HHL+23].
Robogames [OOM+18]. Robot [AAG+22, PS17, PMP+22b, SU17a, SZC19, TTO+19].
Robotic [AMV22, SVK+22, TEE10].
Robotics [CCM+17, DG18, KGR+18, SU17b].
Robotics-Case-Study [SU17b]. Robots [CYO+17, CSC21, KGR+18, LYMG17, Rec21].
Robust [ABSG21, SGW22, SS17, SKHK23, TDT+21, VOP22, YHSW19, ZW17].
Robust-Learning [SGW22]. Robustness [HCXH16, KAAA22, KL21]. Rogue [AA19a]. Role [AG22, DTTK19, DCPG21, ER21, FC19, GTO+22, GPLK22, GSD+17, HCW20, Khr20, KA21, KPC19, KDKG22, LZLW22, PB23, SLS20, SWGL19, TG13, VKKG22].
Role-Mining [SWGL19]. Roles [HGF21].
Roll [ZWPL19]. Rome [PBB20]. Rooms [RGP22].
Rosenbrock [LSJ19]. Rotation [LWHR14, SBS18]. Rotational [Tra18].
Round [IUK+23, SIJA10]. Route [OT16, TRC+21, YT18]. Router [JLZ18].
Routers [YLK+19]. Routes [OT16].
Routines [NS12]. Routing [ACG22,AVA+22, AAF+22, ABS20, BdCRM10, Bi14, CXG+22, ELC+19, Goe12, GLH+22, KKP22b, KLTC17, LCW+18, LXL+19, LZL+21, LW15, MA10, MLK22, MWY19, MZH22, MLM14, OT16, PZH+18, TT22, VL18a, WCM19, WY19, YC16, YW16].
Rule-Based [ARM20, KKT20]. Rules [FMA+20, HZC22]. Rumor [PW21].
Running [NIK+21].
Rural [Hel15, Hua15, RS17, VLB21]. Russia [YBMK21].
Russian [Ant12, FRK22, RKS+21].
Russian-Language [FRK22, RKS+21].
Rwanda [NU20].
Safes [RYAA22]. Safety [CGT21, DHDAu22, DGF23, FTY21, FAT19, HT14, HZC22, HYL13, KKG20, MBB22, ML20, UAN20].
Saharan [APAR22]. Sales [ZXJ22]. Same [LLW+17]. Sample [BM19, BBM20, LRdLS19, VYN19].
Samples [UJ22, VMD+22]. Sampling [JHL+18, LXY17, YWW+19]. Sandbox [NIK+21]. Santa [WBG12]. Sardinia [FZ15, ZL14]. SARS [CR21].
Satellite-Terrestrial [QLL+21]. Satellites [CXG+22]. Satisfaction [GHG+22, HKZ+22, STG+20, SWZ18, ZS18, ZN22].
Satisfied [KCY22]. Saturation [KAAA22]. Saudi [AAN+21, AP21].
Saving [DXL+22, Lee17b, LYP+19].
Savings [CPM17]. Sayonara [CYO+17].
SC-FDM [DNPC+22]. SCADA [CISM22, TSZ+18]. Scaffolding [BdBC23].
Scalability [HM20].
Scalable [AGN21, KGRP21, KCY22, Mbt22, PN+20, SADP21, SPS+21]. Scale [GMRRQ+16, HP21, JXA19, JHC+20].
Scales [DIG20]. Scan [APB+16]. Scanning [HVS17]. Scenario [AALS21, FN23, SZC19, Tre21]. Scenarios

SDN-Enabled [FMM21]. SDN-NFV [SP22]. SDNs [YLK+19]. SDR [MM21]. SDR-Based [MM21]. Sea [WLG+22]. Seagull [and22a]. Search [AMR+21, CP10, CKCH21, FPT20, HWZP18, KST19, KH10, MDM21, SOR16, SZC19, VG20, XJ10, ZBN21, ZYL17, ZVKK19, KH10].


Secured [SPS+21]. Securing [AOI+23, AF21, BSM22, GPPB+21, MS22, SA21].

Security [AH22, AS19, AIR+18, AAKJ22, AS15, ASN22, BPG19, CVG+22, CKK21, CMH10, DJC+22, DGD+19, ESLB20, FAB+12, FYWS16, FC22, FSG+16, FP19, GWK17, GKS10, HLG21, HH20, HF14, IOW16, IZK+20, KMW18, KSA+21, LXL+17, LNG19, MMS22, MIK+23, MG22, MSFM16, NLT+23, PS16, PMGG21, PP18, PPP21, RYY10, RGMFM12, SBS18, SGG+22, SOR+16, SOHC+16, SAF14, SWGL19, SAM+18, TH21, TSGD22, VFFH19, WYL+21, YHSW19, YO119, YZC+20, ZR15, Sta22]. Seed [RZCL19].


Seismic [MFO+20]. Select [Cop14].

Selected [NZZ13, Bod22]. Selection [BAR+21, CCL+22, CKZ+17, CFP17, CFX20, EMH19, FRKS22, FZZ22, GDN+23, GL13, MSA22, MLL+22, PDTM15, SJG18, SQK+17, STK21, SXXH19, ZZWP19]. Selective [Fio10]. Self [ADSAKAD22, CPP+20, CTM21, DYS15, DH21, KOJP19, LMPT19, LGY+23, NE21, SAC19, SU17a, SGG+22, SW21a, WLL+19, Wsa22, XCMS18, YWS22, YW16].

Self-Improved [SGG19]. Self-Media [WLL+19]. Self-Optimization [DYS15].

Self-Organize [SU17a]. Self-Organizing [CPP+20]. Self-Provisioning [KOP13].

Self-Reported [SW21a]. Self-Supervised [WSS22]. Semantic [ALLR16, CSC21, FPT20, GNNZRCG18, HWCH12, HG12, KBB22, LPPG22, LH21a, LDZ+23, LCS12, MIA22, NSD+22, PFLT12, PA13, PN+20, RDD+14, SOK12, SJ20, VRA+18, WZ18, YAV+21, ZG13H, BFFZ+12, DBD+14, Fra18, PFLT12, RKM+22].

Semantic-Based [ALLR16].

Semantic-Driven [RDS+14].

Semantically [KMS+12]. Semantics [RRT20].

Semi [AKB22, GSO+10, KHP+22, KAAA22, TTO+19, ZIJX18].

Semi-Automatic [GSO+10].

Semi-Autonomous [TTO+19].

Semi-Persistent [AKB22].

Semi-Supervised [KHP+22, KAAA22].

Semi-TCP [ZIJX18]. Sending [HYL13].

Senior [ACK+16]. Sense [CMS21, GSD+17, OY19, TTO+19].

Sensemaking [GPPC12, V16]. Sensing [BYG22, EUDW23, HGJ18, Hel15, HMR+21, OIE12, TZZ+21, WWYQ19, XZ19, ZCZ17].

Sensitive [PCM22]. Sensor [AAHA22, BZP+21, BAR+21, BF18, CH16, CCTC23, CMH10, CFX20, JCPV22, MIA10, MCM+10, MG+23, MP13, SLW17, TAM+22, TSG22, WCF+16, WCM19, WLZ18, XSX18, YW16, YLH+17, ZLS19].


Separate [AGN21]. Separated [CPP+20].

Separation [SWGL19, SSX20].

Separation-of-Duty [SWGL19, SSX20]. Sequence [ARAA+19, LC23].

Sequence-to-Sequence [LC23].

Sequential [DYLZ21]. Series [KKLP19, PW21, TOLG21, WX20, WL+22].

Serpent [MS22]. Server [PXC18, ZZWP19].

Servers [HWZP18, SGLZ20]. Service [AP22, AM22, ABK22, ARC+19, AAD+12, ASL17, BB17, CCD+21, CL16, CC22a, CH16, CMH10, Ciu19, CSC21, DCHM16, DGF23, ELSB20, GL13, GMMH16, GKG18, GKG19, IKP+13, KTS18, KMS+12, KG18, KA21, KKT20, LG14+14, LW11, LW21, MHS23, MP16, MN19, MKmc11, MKSV+19, MSC+21, NSV17, NPM+18, PDTM15, PZH+18, PN+20, QLL+21, RRM22, RF21, SB22, SYB+18, SMG13, SSH20, SWJ20, SDGT19, SWY+18, TKH+11, UB18, dSVjALR21, VFFH19, WWB+20, WYW+22, GY+23].

Service-Oriented [LW11, MP16].

Services [AFS+22, BOK+21, BDL22, CHH+16, CFP19, CR11, DTK19, FC19, Fer12, FAB+12, FGBMG19, Fra18, GTM22, IFF21, JRP21, JAS21, KMS+12, KCY22, KPC19, LW11, MKSV+19, NHS+21, NSD+22, PSM+18, RAK+20, SIZD12, SWZ18, Tri14, VP22, WZL19, Yan17, YKC19, ZKV12, ZZWP19, ZSS+22, RGDf22].

Serving [LG20].

Set [ACAP20, GM19, Mah17, ZHZ+19].

Set-Valued [ACAP20, GM19]. Sets [HCH16].

Settings [AAR+19, BLW+17, BM18].

Setup [KP15, SOR16]. Sextortion [PB23].

Shadow [ZMDCMI12]. Shadowing [KP19].

Shallow [YZZ+20]. SHAP
[GDN’23]. Shape [SSR’21]. Shapelet [KVST19]. Shaping [HGF21, Khr20, KA21].
Shapley [GDN’23]. Shared [WC23, YJS18]. Shares [BLU’15].
Sharing [AGC18, CCA22, CGLR19, CDD’21, FM16, FMNS11, HWCL17, PYC21, ZAV14].
Signals [DAMAS’19, JPVC21, OAI’22]. Signature [FR15]. Signatures [DMO’19].
Significance [AWS’23]. Silence [ZSZ18].
Similarity [DH18, OY19]. Simple [AK19, BdBC23, BR21, Gro17, JK20, KWI’19, LBBP21]. Simplifying [ER10].
Simulated [JHL’18]. Simulating [AMA22, BSEL20, BSE’21, GDGL18, SEB’19]. Simulation [AVA’22, BdBCG21, BMG21, GLH’22, KHRG19, LZC’21, MDT20, VC23].
Simulation-Based [BMM21, KHRG19]. Simulations [SSF’22]. Simulator [BSE’21]. Simulators [ALDS19, ZDP’22].
Sina [AHD12]. Single [ARM20, BTB22, DZ18, DNZ’22, HY22].
Situational [LCV’17]. Situations [LLR19, UANU20]. Size [EMHF19, KK21, LH21c]. Sized [SRS23, SDa22]. Skeleton [COL22].
Skeleton-Based [COL22]. Skills [VBW’22]. Slicing [AMA22, DJC’22, LTW21]. Slotted [YLYa22]. Slotted-ALOHA [YLYa22].
Slovak [MKK’22]. Slum [PR11]. Slum-Upgrading [PR11]. Small [GMRRQ’16, JHC’20]. Small-Scale [GMRRQ’16]. Smart [ABC22, AMAA21, AEM’23, ARC’19, AH21, AAJ’22, BMS20, BSM22, BZDP19, BFVM14, CVG’22, CBK’22, CC22a, DTR22, DAMAS’19, EHH17, ENT21, FM16, FM20a, GAGB19, GLD’18, GHA’21, Gia18b, GSL20b, GNNZRCRG18, GPM21, HXHP17, IMR’18, KZ’22, KSD’23, KAM’19, KPP’20b, KPP’20a, KCK’19, KK20, KAL’19, LNB12, LSMC19, Let16, LMY21, Mal20, MDB22, MAW’19, Mar17, MIK’23, McK20, MLL’22, OGR’20, PPGC16, FCC’18, PSC20, PPN18, PTC20, RHV17, SA17, SSO’19, SNKG20, SZC19, TL19, VL20, VBW’22, WZL’20, WHW22, WS21, YBMK21, ZKKK19, ZL22, ZLS19, ZTBD20, Str22, Pri22]. Smart-City [KSD’23]. Smart-Home-Based [ABC22]. Smarter [Mal20]. SmartLab [TPJ21].
Smartness [McK20]. Smartphone [KKL’20, SRM20, BRP’13, UDP’19].
Smartphone-Based [BRP’13].
Smartphones [KKTS22]. Smartwatch [BMB23]. SMEM [PR21, SOS’16]. SMOTE [ASF’23]. SMS [FTAA21, GMA20].
SMYOLO [MZM’22]. Snack [KWI’19]. SNR [SZL21]. SNS [TH1]. SNS24 [YQG’22]. SOAP [KMS’12]. Social [AKY’23, AS19, AP21, AIR’18, ACK’16, BdBCG21, BCT21, BOKC19, CLM’21, CDM23, CFP17, CCM’17, Dav12, DIG20, FC19, Far12, FRKS22, FZ15, FBOC15, GJ15, GPCP12, GNV21, Gog12, GMB’21, GFL21, HT14, HLZ23, HSW20, HRGQHO21, ITZ20, Jur12, KG18, KPC19,
Software-Defined [BM14, DWD22, EW19, FML+22, GTQ+22, GGW18, IZK+20, LXL+19, MZS19, MP16, MSP21, Pap20, QAQA21, RAJJ23, RKY20, SN23, SMN22, SK+19, SAM+18, TRC+21, VL20].

Software-Defined [BM14, FML+22, GTQ+22, LXL+19, MZS19, MP16, RAJJ23, SAM+18, TRC+21, VL20].

Software-Defined [BM14, FML+22, GTQ+22, LXL+19, MZS19, MP16, RAJJ23, SAM+18, TRC+21, VL20].

Software-Defined [BM14, FML+22, GTQ+22, LXL+19, MZS19, MP16, RAJJ23, SAM+18, TRC+21, VL20].

Software-Defined [BM14, FML+22, GTQ+22, LXL+19, MZS19, MP16, RAJJ23, SAM+18, TRC+21, VL20].
States [GPLK22, SG21b, WLH+17]. Static [BdCRM10, GSP15, SNS22]. Station [ENT21, YPXH19]. Stations [BZDP19].


Steganalysis [WLYL20]. Steganography [PTZ+22, SKHK23, WYL18, WCYL20, WLYL20]. StegNet [WYL18]. Steps [AML22, For14, LCS12].

Stickiness [HL19]. Sticky [FN23]. Stickiness [DGMP21]. Sticky [HL19]. Stealth [HCXH16].

Stopovers [ALST20]. Stopping [FTHY21]. Stops [KAM+19]. Storage [DH22, DPR+21, HDT22, LFS18, LL23, MMN19, PV20, PV22, SHHM21, SPS+21, SMK+22, XSA22, YJS18, YL21].

Store [FRE+22, KFP10]. Store-Carry [KFP10]. Storm [SPM+22]. Storms [DGD+19].


Strategies [AK19, AR23, BdCRM10, BM19, BBM20, EAKM22, KSD+23, KFP10, MP20, RRP17, XJ10]. Strategy [BMJ+22, CPRS20, DXL+22, FAT19, GW15, ISLARP+22, KHM20, LFS18, LFP+19, LWL22, MBH22, PPP21, RMM22, SGLZ20, SYGY21, SIZD12, TTKZ19, VBW+22, XCSM18, ZBN21, ZWZ19, ZY19].

Strategy-Based [MBH22]. Stream [GL12, LQY+19, MGM+23, SSR+21, VDH+19].

Streaming [HF22, LNA17, LQY23, MSC+21, NNT22, VDH+19]. Streams [CDM23, LWL22, PEC18, VPCE20]. Street [MSR+14, NZZ12].

Strengthen [WZS+22]. Stress [FC19, KPC19, VGS+19]. Stress-Outcome [FC19, KPC19]. Stressor [FC19, KPC19].

Stroke [NS12]. Structural [BZP+21].

Structure [Jeo20, KK20, NZU20, OKH13, TCG19, WC20, ZY20b]. Structured [HS18a, V16, and22b]. Structures [GKW+10, Sac19]. Structuring [BML19].

Student [AGN21, BBK+20, LLZ21, NE21, SSOA+16, Alh22, ZH21]. Students [AP21, BM19, Del21, ER21, FOJE19, Gao21, Gu18a, HT14, HOPGRV21, LL20b, VCRCSV+21, ZZZ+22, dSPR+22]. Studies [ERBL12, HDK+12, MMH16, SLY+12, Ut013, YMJ20, Bod22].

Study [AMAA+21, AP21, AMAa22, ADAq+22, AACS21, AYRA21, ARC+19, BM23, BM19, CFV19, DMS+22, DTL+21, FRET+22, FZ15, FGBMG19, Gar12, GLRM19, dPCGMC20, GMMI16, GRA21, HSM19, HUM+21, Han15, Jal19, HJC+20, KY22, KLKA19, KK21, KG18, KDKG22, MP20, MS20, MFA22, MK20, MM21, MTHN22, NB12, OB23, P2D21, PSL17, PHG+20, PHLZ20, RCGSL19, Ra22, S1U7b, SRS23, Sem11, STG+20, SRM20, SJ12, hSLH17, TL21, VLM21, VDE+20, WC17, WL20, WLJM21, ZXJ22, and22b, dSPR+22].

Studying [ZIX18]. Stuxnet [BPBF12, Den12]. Style [FOJE19, Tas10]. Sub [RD18, APAR22].

Sub-Network [RD18]. Sub-Saharan [APAR22]. Subject [NPMPM23]. Subjective [AWS+23, BS17, HCW20].

Subjectivity [SPC22]. Substitute [RZCL19]. Substring [SOR16].

Subsystems [AKM22]. Success [MP20]. Successful [Hor19]. Suitability [EvdMB20].

Suite [TTAK21]. Summarization [BTB22, LC23]. Summarizer [FTAA21].

Super [HWCH12, dMLMS22]. Super-Peer [HWCH12]. Super-Resolution [dMLMS22].

Supercomputer [Kra20].

Supercomputing [DCH16]. Supervised [GGD23, HXHP17, KHP+22, KAAAA22, LLTTS21, TMP22, WS22]. Supervision [HP21].

Supply [CTM21, GSL20b, PR20, RKT19, YOI19, Yiu21a, Yiu21b]. Support [CBK+22, CTM21, FC22, HCW20, IKP+13, LA20, LSM+12, MKHR21, NLPV12, Ngu19, NSD+22, RKS+21, RAK+20, SGR+13, SPB+11, V116, VKV+22, YWW+19].

Supported [Del21, GSO+10, RRdBS22].
Supporting [FFP+22, FR16, MP13, PFL+12, PH16, SG12, SOR16, VP22].

Supports [WKPC18]. Surface
[LSZ18, LS21, SYZ19, USS19]. Survey
[AAAAM+21, Al20, Ala20, AMCI17, AR23, AKM22, AIPV21, BCM+19a, BBM20, BSEL20, BB17, CPM+19, CBM+20, CMH10, CDBF19, CBB17, CFX20, DJC+22, DLK10, Dua21, EABE19, FK21, FAB+12, FM20b, GZC21, GKS10, GSO+10, HH20, IZK+20, JCPV22, KKG20, KSA+21, KBF+22, LS21, MDT20, MKK17b, MHSH16, MTa22, ORK+19, PH20, PST+21, SK19, STK21, SRLM0, TLM+20, TEE10, VMGT22, VL18b, VSEH+21, YZC+20]. Surveying [LMSC19].

Sustainability [MMN19]. Sustainable
[NSJGN21, OFK19, PPMMIS19]. SVD
[ZWWW17, ZWZ17]. Swapping
[LWZ+21].

Swarm
[ADAq+22, ABS20, GB23, OAI+22, Tra18].

Swarm-Based [ABS20]. Swarms [LLBB18]. SWIM
[LW19, WZL19, WC20].

Switches
[IZK+20]. Switching
[ENT21, GRG21, THV+22]. SWOT
[THL21]. Sybil [SFEK18]. Symbolic
[ASL+22b]. Symptom
[RRLT20].

Symptoms
[BBM20]. Synchronization
[BC19, CC22b]. Synthesizer
[KLKP19].

Synthetic
[LITTS21, UJ22]. System
[AEM+23, AA21c, AMZ+20, APAR22, ALDS19, ADG+19, BdBCCG21, BSE+21, CTF+22, COL21, CTCM22b, CGM+19, CNC+21, DTR22, DHDAN22, DRK+22, DAMAS+19, FWL22, FMA+20, FBQ+15, GNK+10, GMM16, HZW21, HWCL17, HMR+21, IAG+21, JLZ18, KGRP21, KWI+19, KE22, KK20, KP15, LLHW20, LWW+15, LXL+20, LW21, LHW18, LK20, LSM+12, MDBC2, MSN13, MFO+20, dSmDo22, Ngu19, PPR+20, PPMMIS19, PLA17, RIS+17, RRT20, RHV17, SSOÁ+16, SCA+19, SW21b, SOB+19, SZL21, SOA+20, SHN+19, SH20, SLY+12, TADS20, Tas10, TSZ+18, TPD+20, UUT+19, UANU20, VL20, VCJAMN22, VSE21, Wan17, WL21, WC23, WS21, YZP22, YWLY22, YBO+23, ZHZ+19, ZJ18, ZCZ17, ZSZ18, ZGL20, ZSR+23, ZZZ+22]. System-Level [CGM+19].

Systematic
[AZA+22, AN22, AAA+20, DIG20, GGW18, KT22, KIG23, LH21b, MKDG20, OO19, PJJM22, RNFS20, dSRD+22, SMVP21, SKK+22, UW21, VLBMP21, VDE+20].

Systemic [DGHH+20]. Systems
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